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INTRODUCTIO N

PURPOSE OF THE BULLETI N

The fullest utilization of our forest crop requires that the wood
harvested from forests and wood lots be brought to a condition bes t
suited to its ultimate use. One of the essential steps in securin g
maximum utilization is to season the Mock to the proper moisture

'The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to other members and forme r
members of the Forest Service, particularly the authors of Department Bulletin No . 1425 ,
Th e Air Seasoning of Western Softwood Lumber, S . V. Fullaway, jr ., formerly in charg o
of the office of forest products, Missoula, Mont ., Herman M. Johnson, assistant in forest
Aroducts, Portland, Oreg ., and C. L. Hill, forester, California Forest Experiment Station .

rther, acknowledgement is also made to numerous lumber companies and associations,
pose effective cooperation was essential to the conduct of the investigations upon whic hthis bulletin is based .

Maintained at Madison, Wis ., in cooperation with the University of Wisconsin .
88499 0-30	 1
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content, at the same time keeping waste and degrade to a minimu m
Although the inherent properties of the wood of a tree are deter . .mined initially by the species and growth conditions of the tre e
itself, they can be modified by proper methods of seasoning. It isevident, therefore, that seasoning is one of the important factors !in the conservation of our forest resources . Realizing this fact, the
Forest Products Laboratory has been studying the entire p roblau i
of seasoning for a. number of years . The results of the investiga-
tions concerned with air seasoning are embodied in this bulletin .

The purpose of this bulletin is threefold : To present the general
principles involved in the drying of wood, to show their applicatio n
to air seasoning, and to offer suggestions for better air-seasoning
practice. Better practice will reduce seasoning losses, decrease th e
drain on our forests, and give. to the consumer material that is better
suited to his needs .

A large number of studies of seasoning have been made by the
Forest. Service in various parts of the United States.' These studies
have shown that the fundamental principles of air seasoning and o f
kiln drying are the same . Consequently the results derived fro m
kiln-drying investigations often help to solve problems that arise in
air seasoning and conversely, although adequate recognition of an y
important, differences in conditions is always necessary . This bul-
letin assembles the pertinent results of the Forest Service air-season-
ing studies ; it includes especially the quantitative results of the fiel d
studies of air seasoning made in the West on sugar pine, western
yellow pine, redwood, western white pine, and Douglas fir .

Complete data pertaining to the volume of wood products air
seasoned in the United States are not available : however, more than
half of such products are air seasoned for a time, even though som e
of them may subsequently be kiln dried. Hence the importance of
improvement in air-seasoning practice is obvious .

PURPOSE OF SEASONING

Broadly, the principal object in seasoning wood is to improv e
its suitability for the purpose for which it is to be employed, al -
though in some instances the reduction in transportation costs ma y
be of paramount importance .

AIR SEASONING

Among the results accomplished by employing proper methods
of air seasoning of wood are the following :

A reduction in weight, with a resulting reduction in shipping costs .
A reduction in the shrinkage, checking, honeycombing, and warping occurrin g

in service .

a The results of the general studies of kiln drying have been published in U . S. Dept .
Agr. Bul. 1136 (5) (italic numbers in parentheses refer to Literature Cited, p . 5b), an d
the results of some special kiln-drying studies in Technical Bul . 165, U. S. Dept . Agr . , (4) •
Similarly the results of studies of air seasoning made in the principal lumbering region s
of the West have been re ported in U . S. Dept . Agr. But. 1425 (1) . The national com-
mittee on wood utili' atO on of the Ti . S. Department of Commerce has prepared fou r
reports entitled "Seasoning, Handling, and Care of Lumber," which are designated ,
respectively, the consumers', the distributors', the fabricators', and the manufacturers .
edition (6, 7, 8, 9) .
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AIR: SEASONING OF WOOD

A decrease in the tendency for blue stain and for other forms of mold to
evelop .
A reduction in liability to some forms of insect attack .
An increase in strength .
An improvement in the ability of the stock to be painted or to be impreg -
ated with a preservative .

KILN DRYING 4

Among the advantages over air seasoning that may result from
kiln drying are the following :

A reduction in weight, and consequently in shipping charges, even greater tha n
the reductions common for air-seasoned stock .

A reduction in mobil tire content to ally desired value, which in many in-
stances may be lower 1hati that ubtainahle through air seasoning .

A reduction in drying time below that required in air seasoning.
The killing of any stain or decay fungi or insects t.iml may be iii the wood,

THE SOLUTION OF INI)IVII)UAL AIR-SEASONING PROBLEMS

No single general rule is applicable to all seasoning problems ; each
individual problem requires its own special modifications of the gen_. .
ral rules if satisfactory seasoning at minimum cost is to be attained .
The following five distinct objectives must be borne constantly in
mind in selecting the seasoning procedure to be followed in each in -
stance : (1) Minimum depreciation of stock, (2) rapid rate of drying,
(3) low and uniform moisture content, (4) economy in operating
cost, and (5) low investment cost . Maximum attainment of an y
one of these objectives may often preclude full realization of th e
others .

Other complications of the seasoning problem should also b e
recognized . The various species of wood and the grades and sizes
of stock require individual consideration. Because of climatic and
other differences, the solution for one seasoning yard will not al-
rays hold for another. Seasonal weather variation must likewise b e
met individually by each yard .
It has therefore become obvious that, the solution of the air-sea-

soning problem can not be found in any set of fixed rules . Con-
&equently the chief aim of this bulletin is the presentation of rather
general principles, based on the detailed knowledge available, whic h
can be applied in a manner that will best meet specific conditions
and problems .
To permit an orderly presentation of the information available ,

the major discussion is preceded by a brief review of the genera l
Principles of drying wood and by a statement of their application t o
the air-seasoning process.

MOISTURE IN WOO D

COMPOSITION OF SA P

The moisture in wood is commonly called "sap," although the use
this multipurposed term is often misleading . Sap in wood is
efly water, but it also contains small percentages of soluble organi c

The Kiln Drying Handbook (5) presents a full discussion of the general subject o f
dry ing and of matters related thereto .
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and mineral matter. In the sapwood such materials are largely
sugars, while in the heartwood a considerable proportion of them
may be tannins and coloring matter . For all practical purposes in
the drying of wood, however, sap may be considered as water alone ,

OCCURRENCE OF MOISTUR E

Moisture (sap) in green- or wet wood is held in two ways . It is
contained within the cell cavities, and it is absorbed in the cell walls .
The bulk liquid is called " free" water, while the absorbed may b e
termed " imbibed " water.

VARIATION IN AMOUNT OF MOISTURE

Some free water is present in both the heartwood and- the sap _
wood of most living trees, but the amounts in each differ greatly .
Sapwood usually contains more moisture than heartwood does. Birtt
logs ordinarily have a higher moisture content than top logs. Con_
trary to common opinion, the variation during the year in the amount
of moisture in green wood is slight . Species and place of growth ,
however, have an important bearing upon the amount of moisture, i n
the living tree .

Marked variation in the moisture content of trees was indicate d
by the many moisture-content determinations on green . wood made
in connection with air-seasoning investigations in the western part
of the United States . Differences among species were large . In all
species, the select grades of green l amber contained more moisture
than the common grades because of the greater proportion of sap-
wood in the clearer stock. Variation resulting from place of growth
was well illustrated by the moisture-content, values of western yel-
low pine stock in California and of that in the Inland Empire .' A
usual range of moisture content for this species in the Inland Em-
pire was from 80 per cent in the common grades to 115 per cent in th e
select grades, while in California the corresponding values wer e
from 100 to 185 per cent . The following species showed moisture -
content values, averaging about as indicated, for common and fo r
select grades, respectively : Western white pine, 75 and 84 per cent ;
sugar pine, 75 and 190 per cent ; white fir, 90 and 200 per cent . ; red-
wood, 70 and 200 per cent ; coast Douglas fir, 32 and 53 per cent ; and
western hemlock, 28 and 120 per cent .

DETERMINATION OF MOISTURE CONTENT

The amount of moisture in wood, which is termed the moistur e
content, is ordinarily expressed as a percentage of the weight o f
oven-dry wood . Thus, if the moisture content of a green board i s
71 per cent, there are by weight 71 parts of water to 100 parts of
oven-dry wood . Again, should the moisture content of a board b e
exactly 100 per cent . the weight of the moisture and that of th e
oven-dry wood are equal ; each is then half the total weight of th e
board. If the moisture content is 150 per cent, for example, th e

5 Northwestern Montana, Idaho north of the Salmon River, 'Clerhington east of th e
Cascade Mountains, and the northeastern tip of Oregon .
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moisture is three-fifths and the oven-dry wood is two-fifths of th e
total weight of the board .

The average moisture content of any lot of lumber may be de-
termined in the following manner :

(1) Select representative pieces, being careful to Fnclude typical amounts o f
both heartwood and sapwood, and taking about 1 out of every 100 pieces in the
lot .

(2) Trim from one end of each piece a length of about 2 feet, making th e
cut at a place free from knots, rot, pitch streaks, and other defects . (The
section must be far enough from the end to certainly avoid the effects of en d
drying ; in addition, however, it is desirable to place the first cut so that th e
second one will leave the remaining piece of lumber sufficient for some standar d
length .)

(3) From the freshly exposed ends of each piece cut off a section three, -
fourths to 1 inch long in the direction of the grain .

(4) Trim :dl slivers off the sections .
(5) Weigh the individual sections immediately and carefully on a delicat e

balance. Each reading gives the original weight of a section .
(6) Place the sections in an oven heated to 212° F ., or, if an oven is not

available, on hot steam pipes, but do not scorch them ; the maximum variatio n
in the drying temperature should be not more than 5° between limits .

(7) When the sections have reached a constant weight, a condition that can
be determined by repeated weighing, remove them from the oven. (After a
little experience the time required to reach constant weight can be estimate d
with sufficient accuracy and some repeated weighings may thus be avoided .
Twenty-four hours is about the maximum time necessary .) The final weight
of a section is its oven-dry weight .

(8) Subtract each oven-dry weight from the corresponding original weight .
Each difference, when the work has been properly done, is the loss in moistur e
of the section concerned .

(9) Divide the difference just obtained by the oven-dry weight and multipl y
the result by 100 for each section . Each final result is the percentage of mois-
ture contained in the wood of a section, based on its oven-dry weight .

(10) Find the mean value of these individual percentages in order to obtain
the average moisture content of all the sections . The result is considered the
average moisture content of the lot of lumber that was sampled .

An example of the calculation for a typical moisture-determinatio n
section follows :

Original weight=284 .7 grams .
Oven-dry weight=180 .2 grains.
284.7 grams-180.2 grams= 104 .5 grams of moisture lost .
(104.5 grams -180.2 grams) X100=58 per cent moisture originally in the

wood .

For convenience and accuracy the gram is ] p referably used i n
moisture determination as the unit of weight, but other units, suc h
as the ounce, may be employed. The scales customary in work o n
moisture-determination sections, however, are graduated in grams ;
a fraction of a gram is conveniently expressed as a decimal .

APPARATUS FOR MOISTURE DETERMINATION e

BALANCES

For weighing ordinary moisture-determination sections it is advan-
tageous to use balances having a capacity of about 200 grams an d
Sensitive to 0.1 gram. Several types are considered satisfactory :
The ordinary analytical balance, the pans of which are suspende d
from a beam ; the Harvard trip scale, which has the pans supporte d

8 See footnote 4 .
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on top of its main beam and is provided with a scale beam and rider
of 10 grams capacity ; the torsion balance in which the beams ar e
below the pans ; and the triple-beam balance, in which the pan i s
suspended from one end of a multiple beam . Separate brass weights
are used with the first three types, although the Harvard trip scale
has also a small scale beam and rider . Balance is accomplished wit h
the fourth type by means of a separate rider on each of the thre e
units of the multiple beam .

For weighing larger samples or whole boards a platform scal e
having a capacity of 100 pounds or more and sensitive to 0 .01 pound
is quite satisfactory . Such a scale, although usual in type, is some.
what exceptional in quality, and only the better manufacturers
make it .

OVENS

Both steam and electric ovens are in common use for drying mois-
ture-determination sections . A suitable steam oven can be made o f
galvanized sheet iron, well insulated with mineral wool or equivalent
material . It should be heated by means of a steam coil placed in . .
the lower part, and ventilated by openings near the top and the bot-
tom. Above the steam coil open shelves, usually of wire lattice o r
grating, should be provided far the sections . Steam ovens are gen-
erally home made. Electric ovens in which the heating element i s
thermostatically controlled may be purchased from various manu-
facturers.?

The moisture-determination sections, with either type of oven
should be open piled in order to permit good circulation of air aroun d
each piece and thus hasten drying . If some sections are dry and a
large. number of eery wet . sections are then placed in the oven, th e
dry sections Islay absorb moisture. Care should therefore be taken t o
avoid weighing supposedly dry sections under such a condition . It
would be fat' better to weigh the previously dry sections either be -
fore the green sections are placed in the oven or after the gree n
sections have become dry .

MOISTURE AND HUMIDITY

Wood possesses the property of giving off or taking on moistur e
from the surrounding atmosphere until the. moisture in the wood has
come to a balance with that in the atmosphere . This action is illus-
trated by Figure 1 which . for example, shows that wood, kept in an
atmosphere constantly at 70° F . and (;[l per cent relative humidity ,
will eventually collie to a moisture content of about 11 per cent . Tile
relative humidity of the surrounding air, therefore, is a veI' ,v im-
portant factor in the seasoning of wood, and a general understandin g
of the relationship between humidity and drying is essential in an y
consideration of seasoning problems .

Absolute humidity is the weight of the water vapor contained i n
a unit volume of space ; it is usually expressed) as the number of
grains of moisture per cubic foot (7,000 grains-1 pound avoirdu-
pois) . It does not indicate the drying capacity of the air, however ,
since. the capacity of air to hold water, as illustrated by Table 1 ,
varies greatly with temperature .

7 A list of dealers handling apparatus for moisture-content determination will be fur -
nished by the Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis ., upon request .
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TAou 1 .-Moisture capacity of air at different temperatures at normal atmos -
pheric pressure
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Air containing the total number of grains of water vapor that i t
can hold at its temperature is saturated. The ability of air to dry
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FIGURE 1.-Relation of the equilibrium moisture content of wood to the relativ e
humidity of the surrounding atmosphere, at three temperature s
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At 100 per cent relative humidity air can not dry wood because it
can hold no more moisture . At 11 per cent relative humidity, on
the other hand, it may dry wood entirel ry too rapidly because of thegreat capacity for moisture it then has . At 60 the sauce air, with
a relative humidity of about 21 per cent, perhaps would still (6
wood more rapidly than is desirable . During the summer the rel-
ative humidities at representative points in the United States usuallyare between 40 and 80 per ant, aithough in very dry inland sp ot s
they may run as low as 20 per cent and on water fronts, especiall y
on large bodies of water, they may go well above 90 per cent .

	

Y
Assuming constant temperature and circulation, the drying o f

a given piece of wood depends entirely upon the humidity of the at _
mosphere surrounding it . On the other hand, when a given piece
of wood is subjected to a given humidity the rate at which it lose s
moisture depends upon its moisture content ; the higher its moisture
content the faster it loses moisture .

Changes in atmospheric humidity range from the usual daily
fluctuations to marked seasonal variations . Thus wood, when ex-
posed to ordinary atmospheric conditions, is practically always under-
going at least slight changes in moisture content because of it s
tendency to come to definite balance with the surrounding air . This,
action accounts for the variation in final moisture content of thor-
oughly air-dry wood at different times of the year . The pick-up in
moisture content of lumber left in a yard over the winter is likewise '
explained . Figure 1 shows the ultimate moisture content of wood '
when the wood is kept under constant temperature and relative
humidity conditions for a sufficient length of time .

APPARATUS FOR RELATIVE-HUMIDITY DETERMINATION 8

A very common method of determining relative humidity is by .
means of a wet-bulb and dry-bulb hygrometer . This instrumen t
consists of two glass thermometers, the bulb of one of which i s
enveloped in a wick kept moist with distilled water, supplied fro m
a small reservoir attached to the base of the instrument .

If the. relative humidity is less than 100 per cent and a brisk ai r
movement past the wick is taking place (it should be at least 1 5
feet per second), the reading of the wet-bulb thermometer will b e
less than that of the dry-bulb thermometer as a result of the coolin g
effect. produced by the evaporatit,n of moisture . from the wick . The
greater the difference between the two readings, the lower is th e
relative humidity, other conditions remaining constant . Table 2,
which is based on experimental data, shows the relationship between f
dry-hull) temperature, the difference between wet-bulb and dry-bulb
teutperat.ures, anti relative htnnidity .

8 See footnote 4 .
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AIR SEASONING OF WOOD

MOISTURE AND SHRINKAGE

Shrinkage of wood takes place only in conjunction with a loss of
moisture, 9 and, conversely, swelling of wood is a result of the ab-
sorption of moisture . Some, loss of moisture, however, is not accom -
panied by shrinkage . As wood dries it first gives up only its fre e
water, leaving the moisture iii the saturated cell walls undisturbe d
until the cell cavities have become empty, and wood does not star t
to shrink until the cell walls themselves begin to lose moisture .

FIBER-SATURATION POINT

The condition in which the cell cavities are entirely empty, wit h
the cell walls still saturated throughout, is thus an important poin t
in drying. It is known as the `' fiber-saturation point ." The mois-
ture content at which this condition OCCu1's varies from 20 to 35 per
cent, but for most species it is between 25 and 30 per cent . In actual
practice., of course, the cells near the surface of a piece of wood dr y
below the fiber-saturation point before those in the interior reach it .
Then, even though the average moisture content of the whole piec e
may be a hove the fiber-saturation point, the outer portion tends t o
shrink. while the interior does not ; in fact, the interior resists the
shrinkage pressure of the outer portion . Such a state is often the
cause of serious drying troubles .

CHARACTERISTIC SHRINKAGE VALUE S

The recently revised figures in Table 310 indicate the volumetric ,
radial, and tangential shrinkages of a number of species of com-
mercial importance. Volumetric shrinkage, as the name shows, i s
the reduction in the volume of a piece as it dries below the fiber -
saturation point. Radial shrinkage, for example, is the reduction i n
width of a quarter-sawed board as it dries . (Fig. 2.) Tangentia l
shrinkage. similarly is the reduction in width of a. flat-sawed board.
The shrinkage values in the table, which are based on the gree n
dimensions, are expressed as percentages . They represent the aver -
ages of measurements of 1 by 4 by 1 inch specimens in drying fro m
the green condition to the oven-dried condition . To approximate the
shrinkage from the green to an air-dry condition of 12 to 15 per cen t
moisture content, the tabular percentages should be multiplied by
one-half . Likewise, the shrinkage from the green condition to a
kiln-dried condition of 5 per cent moisture content may be estimate d
as about four-fifths of the tabular percentages . For example, th e
average tangential shrinkage of red gum is 9 .9 per cent when it i s
dried from the green to the oven-dry condition . Thus an average
10-inch plain-sawed green board would shrink about 1 inch if ove n
dried, about one-half inch if dried to 12 or 15 per cent moisture
content, and about. three-quarters of an inch if dried to approxi-
mately 5 per cent moisture content .

In using figures like those of Table 3, it should be borne in . mind
that shrinkage is an extremely variable property, one that is in -

!In common usage "moisture" means water, often water having small amounts o fminerals or of acids in solution ; this meaning is sufficient for the present purpose .
'The names of species of wood in the tables following are the standard common name sgiven in the Check List of the Forest Trees of the United States (21 .
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FIGURE 2.-Characteristic shrinkage and distortion of flats, squares, and rounds a s
affected by the direction of the annual rings . Tangential shrinkage is about twice
as great as radial

fluenced by the density, the size, and the shape of the specimen an d
also by the drying conditions to which the specimen is exposed .

MOISTURE CONTENT AND FINAL USE

TABLE 3.-.1verage shrinkages or clear wood of species grown in the Unite d
States, during drying from the green to the oven-dry condition, expressed i n
percentage of the green dimensions, ' and average speci f e-gravity and weigh t
values

HARDWOODS (BROAD-LEAVED SPECIES )

Pe r
cent

Per
cent

Per
cen t

Alder, red (Alnus rulira) .	 12. 6 4.4 7.3 1 . 66
Apple (Mains pinnila var .)	 17. 6 5.6 10.1 1 .80
Ash, Biltmore white (Fraxinus Isltinoreana) . 12. 6 4.2 6.9 1 .64
Ash, blink (Fraxinus nigra) .	 15 .2 5 .0 7 .8 1 .56
Ash, blue (Fratinns quadrangulata)__ . .__ . .	 11 .7 3 .9 I

	

6 .5 1 .67
Ash, green (Fratinus pennsvlvanica lanee o	

lata)	 12.5 4.6 7 .1 1 .54
Ash, Oregon (Fraxinus oregona) 	 . 13 . 2 4 .1 8 .1 1 .98
Ash, pumpkin (Fraxinus profunda) 	 12.0 3 .7 I

	

6.3 1 .70
Ash, white (Fraxinus americana) -__ .	 . 13.3 4.9 7 .9 1 .6 1
Ashes . commercial white (average of fou r

species 2)	 12.8 4.6 7.5 1 . 63
Aspen (Popnlus t.rornulnii.3es) ---

	

-	 II .5

	

3 .5

	

!

	

6 .7 1 .91

Common and botanical names of species o f
wood

Volu-
metri c

Shrinkage (measure d
values)

Radial Tan-
gential

Rati o
o f

tangen-
tial t o
radia l
shrink-

age

Spe-
cific

gravity
when
oven -
dry

base d
o n

volum e
whe n
gree n

.5 3

.5 0
.4 8
.5 5

.5 4

.35

4 9
4 6
4 6
4 8

4 8
4 3

i Radial and tangential shrinkage values are based on width measurements of small clear pieces 1 inc h
thick, 4 inches wide, and 1 inch along the grain ; volumetric values are based on pieces 2 by 2 inches in cros s
section and 6 inches long .

2 Fraxinus biltmoreana, F . quadrangulata, F, pennsylvanica lauceolata, and F . americana ,
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TABLE 3 .-Average shrinkages of clear wood of species grown in the United
States, etc.-Continued

HARDWOODS (BROAD-LEAVED SPECIES )

Common and botanical names of species o f
wood

Shrinkage (measure d
values) Spe -

cifi c
Ratio

	

gravit y
of

	

when
oven -

to

	

dry
based

on
age

	

volum e
when
green

tangen -
tial
radial

Weight pe r
cubic foot-

When
green

A t
abou t
12 per
cent
mois-
tur e
con-
tent

Volu -
metric

Tan- shrink -Radial

	

gentia l

Aspen, largetwh (Pop( tlus gr :uldident ata)_ .	

Per

	

Per

	

Per
cent

	

cent

	

cent

	

Pound s
11 . 8

	

3 . 3

	

7 .9

	

2.39

	

0 .35

	

43
Pounds

27
Basswood (Tilia glabra .)	 15.8

	

6. 6

	

9 .3

	

1.41

	

.32

	

41 26

Beech

	

gral difolia) _tFRaus	 16.3

	

5. 1

	

11 .0

	

2 .16

	

. 56

	

54 45
Beech . blue (( :n'pinus rurolilriat,a)	 	 : 19. 1

	

5. 7

	

11 .4

	

2 .00

	

. 58

	

53 48

Birch, Alaska .chile (Bet ul a nenalaskur[a) 16 .7

	

6. 5

	

9. 9

	

1 .52

	

. 49

	

48 38
Birch,

	

(Bet[da popull fnlie) 	 14 . 7

	

5.2	 . 45

	

46 3 5
gray

Birch,

	

(lier ula.

	

rilere )paper

	

Tetley	 16 .2

	

6 . 3

	

8.

	

1 .37

	

.48

	

50 39

Birch, se,eei (Bet:nl .c lenta) -------------- - 15 .6

	

6 . 5

	

8. 5

	

1 .31

	

. 60

	

57 4 6
Birch .

	

(i3ella lcc.ca)	yellow 16 .7

	

7 . 2

	

9 . 2

	

1 .28

	

. 55

	

57 4 3
Blackwoorl

	

Avicennle rritida)	 15. 6

	

6. 2

	

9 .7

	

1.56

	

. 83

	

74 58.
Butlceve,

	

(Aecculus iretandr :r)	yello ;v 12.0

	

3. 5

	

7 . 8

	

2 .23

	

.33

	

49 25
Bul .ternut. (,lugla[ts cirEc:reai)	 10 . 2

	

3.3

	

6. 1

	

1 .85

	

.36

	

46 27_ ..	
Button wood (Con oe rptle eresta) 14 .6

	

5. 4

	

8. 5

	

1 .57

	

. 69

	

64 50.	
Cascara (1t h

	

x lrsl r i ana) 7 . 6

	

3 .2

	

4. 6

	

1 .44

	

. 50

	

50 3 6luinus [

	

_

	

. .
Catalpa, nerdy (Catalpa sl.ec]VSO) 7 . 3

	

2 . 5

	

4. 9

	

1 .96

	

.38

	

41 29--_____

	

-- -
Cherry, black

	

(C'r nnls .'erut.irsa)	 . 11 . 5

	

3 . 7

	

7. 1

	

1 .92

	

.47

	

46 3 5
Cherry,

	

(Prunu sten

	

]]etiney°lvanica)	 12 . 8

	

2 . 8

	

10. 3

	

3.68

	

.36

	

33 2 8
Chesi :nut i 1aeLiteea

	

lental	 .	 11 .6

	

3 . 4

	

6. 7

	

1. 97

	

. 40

	

55 3 0
Chinquapin,

	

golden

	

(Castanopsia

	

chry'so-
phyllri;	 ------------

	

--- - 13. 2

	

4.6

	

7 .4

	

1. 61

	

. 42

	

61 32
12 . 4

	

3. 6

	

8 .6

	

2 .39

	

.32

	

46 24Catteo~i ood, black (PopEillls tine] ]ocar'pa )
Cotlmre

	

(Populus deltoides )cud, eastern 14 . 1

	

3.9

	

9.2

	

2 .36

	

.37

	

49 28
Dogwood (Corrlus Ronda)	 19 . 9

	

7 . 1

	

11 . 3

	

1 .59

	

. 64

	

64 5 1
Dop .voocl, Pacific (Cornusnuttalli) -- .	 17 . 2

	

6 .4

	

9.6

	

1 . 50

	

. 58

	

55 4 5
Elder, blueberry (Sarnbueus coerulea)	 15 . 6

	

4 .4

	

9.0

	

2.05

	

.46

	

65 3 6
Elm, American (Ulmus americana)	 14. 6

	

4 .2

	

9. 5

	

2.26

	

. 46

	

54 3 6
Elm,

	

(C'1rrlu srock

	

racemosa)	 14. 1

	

4.8

	

8 . 1

	

1.69

	

. 57

	

54 4 4
13. 8

	

4.9

	

8 .9

	

1. 82

	

.48

	

56 3 731n, slippery (I 11mus (uiva)	 . . . .	
13. 9

	

4.4

	

7 . 7

	

1.75

	

. 46

	

45 3 5Gum, black (Nyesasylvatica)	 .
22. 5

	

7.6

	

15 .3

	

2 .01

	

.62

	

70 5 2Gum, blue (Eucalyptus glol.oc1us)

	

_ _
Gum, red (Liquidambar styraciilua) 15.0

	

5.2

	

9 .9

	

1 .90

	

. 44

	

50 3 4_ . .
(hum, tupelo (Nyssa aquatics) 12 . 5

	

4.2

	

7 .6

	

1 .81

	

.46

	

56 35
_ __ __________ _

Ciumho-limhe (llnrsera,simaruba) 	 8 . 6

	

2.3

	

3 .6

	

1 .57

	

.30

	

38 22_ ..
xi a c k be

	

Watts

	

de t

	

i s).

	

r r y

	

q cci

	

i.i

	

:ai

	

. _ _ 13 . 8

	

4.8

	

8.9

	

1 .85

	

.49

	

50 37
Hickory,

	

shagbark (.Hicorialaciniosa )glee 19 . 2

	

7. 6

	

12. 6

	

1 .66

	

. 62

	

62 48
h iekory,

	

(1-Iickoria aiba)	nn-ickernut 17 .9

	

7.8

	

11. 0

	

1 . 41

	

. 64

	

64 5 1
Hickory,

	

l alugant (Ricer

	

glabra)

	

_

	

_ 17 . 9

	

7 .2

	

11 .5

	

1 . 60

	

. 66

	

64 5 3
Hickory, shagbark (Hicoriaovata) 16.7

	

7 .0

	

10 . 5

	

1. 50

	

. 64

	

64 5 1_________ _
Hickories,

	

(average of four species 3 ) 13 . 6

	

4 .9

	

8 .9

	

1.82

	

. 59

	

62 45pecan	Hickories, true (average of four species 4 )	 17. 9

	

7 .3

	

11 .4

	

1. 56

	

. 65

	

63 51
Hickories, pecan and true (average of eight

S

	

ices)	 17. 7

	

7.2

	

11 .3

	

1.57

	

. 64

	

63 50-_

	

- •	
°h olly (ilex q pact] 16 . 2

	

4. 5

	

9. 5

	

2 .11

	

. 50

	

57 40.	
Hop -hornbeam ((lei-rya virgin Iana)	pop-horn 18 . 6

	

8. 2

	

9. 6

	

1 . 17

	

. 63

	

60 5 0
(

	

soLl :ea paniculatii)	 .- - 18 . 8

	

6. 6

	

10. 9

	

1 .65

	

. 73

	

71 5 6
Il'O nwcJcel bliu'k

	

Krugiodenlron ferreucu) . 11 . 6

	

6 . 2

	

8.0

	

1 .29

	

1 .04

	

86 8 0
Leurel, mountain (licllnia 1aLifulla) 14 . 4

	

5 .6

	

8. 8

	

1 . 57

	

. 62

	

62 4 8_ _ _ _ _ ___ _

Locust

	

black (flohinie l ::selldoacacia)

	

_

	

-. 9 . 8

	

4 .4

	

6 . 9

	

1 . 57

	

. 66 58 4 8
ncust,

	

h oney

	

1ir.sia Lri ;,eanthoa)___ _(C1Ie 10. 8

	

4 . 2

	

6 . 6

	

1 . 57

	

. 60 61 44
f adrona (Arbutus ]Merl rieeii) 17. 4

	

5 .4

	

11 .9

	

2. 20

	

. 58 60 46_ ____ _ _

Mantilla, encumber (Magnolia actiminala) 13. 6

	

5 . 2

	

8 . 8

	

1 . 69

	

. 44 49 34_
Iagllolia, evergreen (Magnolia f;raudiflora)	 12.3

	

5 . 4

	

6 .6

	

1 .22

	

. 46 62 35
Mag nolia,

	

(iM aguolia fraseri );noun] ain	 13 . 0

	

. 40 47 31
angrove

	

mangle )(Rhicophoral 15. 8

	

5 . 4
_

	

. 89
- -

	

_ . 77 67
11 .6

	

3 . 7 7 . 1

	

1.92 . 44 47 34-
14aPI

B
; brae' . (Acerr nigrutn)	 14. 0

	

4.8 9.3 1 .94 .52 54 40
hlahlu, red (Ater rubrum)	 13. 1

	

4.0 8. 2 2 .05 . 49 50 38
Ma ide, silver (Ater sacchariuum)	 12.0

	

3.0 7.2 2 .40 . 44 45 33
laple, striped (Awl- penrrsylvanicurn) 12 . 3 3. 2 8. 6 2.89 . 44 37 3 2

Maple , sugar (Acer sacshnrum)___ 14 . 9 4 .9

	

9 .5 1 .94

	

. 57

	

56 44

° Eicoria cordiformis, H . myristicaeformis, H . aquatica, and H . pecan .
° Ricoria laciniosa, H. elba, H . glabra, and H. ovata .
° Species under footnotes 3 and 4 combined .
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TABLE 3.-Average shrinkages of clear wood of species grown in the United
States, etc.-Continued

HARDWOODS (BROAD-LEAVED. SPECIES)

Shrinkage (measured Weight pe r
values) Sfie

c cubic foot-.
, Ratio gravityi -

of when A t
Common and botainical names of species of tangen -

tial to
oven-
dry aboutwood radial based 12

Volu- Radial Tan- shrink- on When centr
metric gential age volume green mois-

when tur e
green con -

tent

Per Per Per
cent cent cent Pounds PoundsMastic (Sideroxylon foetidissimum)	 11 .7 6.1 7.5 1.23 0.89 77 65

Myrtle, Oregon (Umbellularia californica)11 . 9 2 . 8 8. 1 2 . 89 . 51 54 39Oak, black (Quercus velutina) 	 14 .2 4.5 9.7 2.16 .56 63 43Oak, bur (Quercus macrocarpa) 	 12 .7 4.4 8.8 2.00 5 62 45
Oak, California black (Quercus] elloggii)12 .1 3.6 6.6 1.83- .51( 66 40
Oak, canyon live (Quercus chrysolepis) 	 16.2 5.4 9. 5 1.76 .70 71 5 4Oak, chestnut (Quercus montana)	 16 .7 5.5 9. 7 1.76 . 57 61 46Oak, laurel (Quercus laurifolia)	 19 .0 4.0 9.9 2.48 .56 65 4 4
Oak, live (Quercus virginiana)	 14 .7 6.6 9.5 1.44 . 81 76 8 2
Oak, Oregon white (Quercus garryana)	 13.4 4. 2 9.0 2. 14 .64 69 5 1
Oak, pin (Quercus palustris) 	 14.5 4.3 9.5 2.21 .58 63 4 4Oak, post (Quercus stellata)	 16.2 5.4 9.8 1.81 .60 63 47
Oak, red (Quercus borealis)	
Oak,

	

Rocky Mountain white

	

(Quercus
13.5 4.0 8.2 2.05 .56 63 4 4

utahensis)	 12.5 4.1 7.2 1.76 .62 62 5 1
Oak, scarlet (Quercus coccinea) 	 13.8 4.6 9.7 2. 11 .60 62 47
Oak, southern red (Quercus rubra) 	
Oak, swamp red (Quercus rubra pagodae -

16.3 4. 5 8.7 1 .93 .52 62 4 1

folia)	 16.4 5.2 10.8 2.08 .61 68 48
Oak, swamp chestnut (Quercus prinus)	 19.4 5.9 9. 2 1. 56 .60 65 47
Oak, swamp white (Quercus bicolor) 	 17 . 7 5. 5 10.6 1.93 .64 69 5 8
Oak, water (Quercus nigra) 	

	
16 .4 4.2 9.3 2.21 .56 63 44

Oak, white (Quercus alba) 	 15 .8 5.3 9.0 1.70 • .60 62 48
Oak, willow (Quercus phellos) 	 18 .9 5.0 9.6 1.92 . 56 67 ,

	

49
Oaks, commercial red (average Of 9 species 6) 14 .8 4. 2 9.0 2. 14 .56 64 44
Oaks, commercial white (average of 6 species 7) ,
Oaks . commercial red and white (average of 15

16.0 5. 3 9.3 1.75 .59 63 47

speciese)	 15 .3 4.7 9.1 1.94 .57 63 45
Osage-orange (Toxylon pomiferum)	 8 .9 ________ ________ ________ .76 62 	 .
Palmetto, cabbage (Saba] palmetto)	 25 .0 ________ _____________ .37 54 27
Paradise-tree (Simarouba glauca) 	 8.6 2. 2 5. 2 2.36 .33 37 24
'Pecan (Hicoria pecan)	 13.6 4.9 8.9 1.82 .60 61 47
Persimmon (Diospyros virginiana) 	 18. 3 7. 5 10.8 1. 44 . 64 63 52
Pigeon-plum (Coccolobis laurifolia)_ 15.7 4.4 7.8 1.77 .77 73 55
Poisonwopd (Metopium toxiferum) 	 11 .6 4.2 7.2 1.71 .51 54 37
Poplar, balsam (Populus balsamifera) 	 10.5 3.0 7.1 2.37 .30 40 23
Poplar, yellow (Liriodendron tulipifera)	
Rhododendron, great (Rhododendron maxi -

12. 3 4. 0 7 . 1 1 . 78 .38 38 28

mum)	 16 .2 6.3 8 .7 1 .38 .50 62 9p
Sassafras (Sassafras variifolium) 	 10.3 4.0 6 .2 1 . 55 .42 44 32
Serviceberry (Amelanchier canadensis) 	 18 .7 6 .7 10 .8 1 .61 .66 61 52
Silverbell (Halesia carolina)	 12 .6 3 .8 7 . 6 2.00 .42 44 32
Sourwood (Oxydendrum arboreum) 	 15 .2 6 .3 8 .9 1 .41 .50 53 38
Stopper, red (Eugenia confusa) 	 13 .3 6 .2 9 .1 1 .47' .83 73 61
Sugarberry (Celtis laevigata) _ _ 12 .7 5 .0 7 .3 1 .46 .47 48 36
Sycamore (Platanus occidentalis) 	 14.2 5. 1 7 . 6 1 .49 .46 52 35
Walnut, black (Juglans nigra)	 11 .3 5 .2 7 .1 1 .37 .51 58 39
Walnut, little (Juglans rupestris)	 10.7 4.4 4 .6 1 .05 .53

	

55 40
Willow, black (Salix nigra)	 13 .8 2.5 7 .8 3 .12 .34 ,

	

50 26
Willow, western black (Salix lasiandra) 	 13 .8 2.9 9 .0 3 . 10 .39 '

	

50 31
Witch-hazel (Hamamelis virginiana)	 18 .8 .56

	

59 43

SOFTWOODS (CONIFERS) .

Cedar,

	

Alaska

	

(Chamaecyparis

	

nootka-
tennis)	 9.2 2.8

	

6 .0 2. 14 0.42 36 3
Cedar, incense (Libocedrus decurrens) 	 7.6 3 .3

	

5 .7 1 .73 .35 45 21
Cedar,

	

Port Orford (Chamaecyparis law -
soniana)	 10.1

I
4.6

	

6 .9 1 .50 .40 ,

	

36 2'
6 Quercus velutina, Q. laurifolia, Q . palustris, Q . borealis, Q . coccinea, Q . rubra, Q . rubra pagodaefolia ,

Q . nigra, and Q . phellos .
7 Quercus macrocarpa, Q . montana, Q . stellata, Q . prinus, Q . bicolor, and Q . alba.
6 Species under footnotes 6 and 7 combined .
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TABLE 3 .Average shrinkages o f clear wood o f species grown in the Unite d
States, etc.-Continued

SOFTWOODS (CONIFERS )

Common and botanical names of species o f
wood

Shrinkage (measured
values)

Rati o
of

tange n
tial t o

-

radialshrink_
ago

Spe_

	

Weight per
cifie

	

cubic foot-
grav-

	

_

Volu-
metric Radial Tan -

gential

-
]t

y when
oven -
dr y

based

	

Whenbas e
on

	

green
volum e
whe n
green

At
about
12 per
cen t
mois-
ture
con-
ten t

Per
cent

Pe r
cent

Per
cent Pounds Pounds

Cedar, eastern red (Juniperus virginiana)	 7 .8 3 .1 4.7 1 .52 0.44

	

37 3 3
Cedar, western red (Thuja plicata)	 7 .7 2.4 5 .0 2 .08 .31

	

27 23
Cedar, northern white (Thule occidentalis) 	 7 .0 2 .1 4.7 2 .24 .29

	

28 22
Cedar,

	

southern

	

white

	

(Chamaecypari s
thyoides)	 8 .4 2.8 5 .2 1 .86 .31.

	

26 23
Cypress, southern (Taxodium distichuui)	 10.5 3 .8 6 . 2 1 . 63 .42

	

50 32
Douglas fir

	

(Pseudotsuga taxifolia)

	

(coas t
type)	 11 .8 5 .0 7 .8 1 .56 .45

	

38 3 4
Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga taxifolia) (Rocky

Mountain type)	 10 .9 3.6 6 .2 1 .72 .40

	

35 30
Fir, alpine (Abies lasiocarpa) 	 9 .0 2.5 7 .1 2.84 .31

	

28 23
Fir, balsam (Abies balsamea)	 10.8 2.8 6.6 2.36 .34

	

45 2 6
Fir, corkbark (Abies arixonica) 	 9.0 2.8 7.4 2.64 .28

	

29 21
Fir, lowland white (Abies grandis)____ 10.6 3.2 7.2 2.25 .37

	

44 28
Fir, noble (Abies nobilis) 	 12 .5 4.5 8.3 1.84 .35

	

30 26
Fir, California red (Abies magnifica) 	 11 .8 3.8 6.9 1.82 .37

	

48 27
Fir, silver (Aidec (=bibs)	 14 .1 4 .5 10.0 2 .22 .35

	

36 27
Fir, white (Aides eeneolor)	 9 .4 3 .2 7 .0 2 .19 .35

	

47 26
Firs, white (average ,)f four species 0) 	 10 .9 3 .8 7 .9 2 .08 .35

	

41 26
Hemlock . eastern (Tsuga canadensis) 	 9 . 7 3 .0 6 .8 2 .27 .38

	

50 28
Homlock, mountain {`Tugs tnertensia~na)__ .	 11 .4 4 .4 7 .4 1 .68 .43

	

44 3 3
Hemlock, western (Tsuga heterophylla) 	 11 .9 4.3 7 .9 1 .84 .38

	

41 2 9
Juniper, alligator (Juniperus pachyphloea)	 7 .8 2.7 3 .6 1 .33 .48

	

42 3 6
Larch, western (Larix occident ails) 	 13 .2 4 .2 8 .1 1 .93 .48

	

48 3 6
Pine, jack ( Pinus banksiana) - ---• 	 •	 10.4 3 .4 6.5 1 .91 .39

	

60 3 0
Pine, jef}rey (Minus jetl'reyi	 9.9 4.4 6.7 1 .52 .37

	

47 28
Pine, limber (Pinus flexilis)	 8.2 2.4 5.1 2.13 .37

	

39 28
Pine, loblolly iPinus l .aedx	 12.6 5.5 7.5 1.36 .50

	

54 38
Pine, lodgepole ( Pinus contorts)	 11 .5 4 . 5 6.7 1 .49 .38

	

39 29
Pine, longleaf (Pinus palustris) 	 12.3 5.3 7.5 1.42 .55

	

50 4 1
Pine . mountain (Pinus lxingens) _ _ 10 .9 3 .4 6.8 2 .00 .49

	

54 37
Pine, northern white (Pinus strobes)__ .	 8 .2 2 .3 6.0 2 .61 .34

	

36 25
Pine, Norway (Pinus resinosa)	 11 .5 4 .6 7 .2 1 .57 .44

	

42 34
Pine, pitch (Pinus rigida) 	 .	 10.9 4 .0 7 .1 1 .78 .45

	

50 3 4
Pine, pond(Pinusrigida serotina) ___________ 11 .2 5 .1 7 .1 1 .39 .50

	

49 38
fine, sand (Pinus dausa)) 	 10.0 3 .9 7 .3 1 .87 .45

	

38 34
ire, shortleaf (Pinus ecllinata) 	 12. 6 5.1 8.2 1 .61 .49

	

51 3 8
Pine, slash (Pinus caribaea)	 12.7 5.8 8.2 1 .41 .64

	

56 48
Pine, sugar (Pinus lambeet iana)	 7.9 2.9 5.6 1.93 .35

	

51 25
Pine, western white (Pinus monticola) _ _ 11.8 4.1 7. 4 1 .81 .36

	

35 27
Pine, western yellow (Pinus ponderosa)	 9.6 3.9 6.3 1.62 .38

	

45 28
Pinon(Piousedulis) 	 9.9 4.6 5.2 1.13 .50

	

51 37
Redwood 10 (Sequoia sempe.rvirens)	 6.3 2 .7 4 .2 1.56 .41

	

55 30
Spruce, black (Picea mariana) _______________ 11 .3 4 .1 6 .8 1 .66 .38

	

32 28
S pruce, Engelmann (Picea engelmannii)	 10 .4 3 .4 6 .6 1 .94 .31

	

39 23
Spruce, red (Picea rubra) ___________________ 11 .8 3 .8 7 .8 2 .05 .38

	

34 28
Sp ruce, 4.3 7 .5 1 .74 .37

	

33 28Sitka (Picea sitchensis)	 11 .5
4.7 8.2 1 .74 .37

	

35 2 8Sp ruce, white (Picea glauca)	
,Pruces (average of red, white, and Sitka 11)

13 . 7
	 12.1 4.3 7.7 1 .79 .37

	

34 2 8
Tamarack (Larixlaricina) 	 13.6 3.7 7.4 2.00 .49

	

47 3 7
Yew, Pacific (Taxus brevifolia)	 9.7 4.0 5.4 1 .35 .60

	

54 44

0 Abies grandis, A . nobilis, A . amabilis, and A . concolor.
10 The trees on which these values are based were somewhat higher in density than the general average

for the species . Hence it is very probable that further tests, which are now under way, will slightly lowe r
the Present figures .

11 Picea rubra, P . sitchensis, and P . glauca .

As previously mentioned, green wood is seasoned to remove a
part of the moisture that it contains . It thus becomes better fitted
for commercial use ; the tendency to shrink, warp, and check afte r
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being placed in service is reduced, it is less subject to stain, mold, an d
insect attack, and the loss in weight results in lower freight charge s
and reduces other handling costs .

The fact that wood below the fiber-saturation point shrinks an d
swells with changes in moisture content makes it highly desirable, i n
the seasoning process, to obtain for the wood a final moisture con-
tent that will be suitable for the condition of ultimate use . In the
past this matter has been given too little consideration, but the
necessity for attention to this phase of drying is becoming mor e
and more apparent .

The moisture content of lumber dried even according to the bes t
air-seasoning practice varies somewhat. Neglecting this condition,
which can be corrected by heated storage or similar means, absolut e
attainment of a proper final moisture content for all uses is no t
feasible in commercial work, both on account of the diverse pur-
poses for which wood is employed and the wide range of atmos-
pheric conditions to which it is subjected . Wood thoroughly air -
dry at Galveston, Tex ., for example, is likely to have a moisture
content somewhat greater than that of air-dry wood in the general
Middle Test States and considerably greater than that customar y
for interior woodwork in heated buildings . Such conditions indicate
clearly that the final moisture-content problem is a difficult on e
and also emphasize its importance . To solve the problem it is ofte n
necessary to kiln-dry the wood instead of air-drying it, or in addi-
tion to air-drying it.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF DRYING WOOD

MOVEMENT OF MOISTURE IN WOOD

PRESENT KNOWLEDGE

Although the actual phenomena of drying wood are not yet under-
stood in all their details, there is considerable knowledge that bear s
on the practical seasoning problem . As stated before, wood upo n
drying first loses its free water and then that which is contained i n
the cell walls. The moisture in the interior of a piece of wood ca n
come to the surface only as a vapor moving along the capillar y
channels in the wood, after evaporating inside of the piece, or as a
liquid moving either through the same channels or through the cel l
walls. Regardless of whether such moisture moves outward as a
vapor, or as a liquid, or as both, on account of the nature of woo d
structure the end grain of wood loses moisture more rapidly than the
side grain does .

In a consideration of the air-seasoning process, a general under -
standing of the movement of moisture in wood is sufficient . It can
be assumed that the moisture tends to distribute itself evenly throug h
the wood, moving from the moist regions to the drier ones . The
really important fact, however, is that the temperature and th e
humidity of the atmosphere at the surface of the wood are controllin g
factors, while circulation of the air is of extreme importance i n
maintaining and in modifying them .
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EFFECT OF TEMPERATUR E

The temperature of the air surrounding wood affects seasonin g
in a iiiiniber of ways. Heat is consumed_ when evaporation take s
place, and the. ease of transfer of the heat from the air to its poin t
of consumption increases with increase in temperature of the ai r
entering the pile . The heat required for evaporation must be sup -
plied by the air, adequate circulation of the an is required for such
supply, anti largely hecause of increased cooling effects local cir-
culation in the pile is likely to be better at high temperatures than a t
low . As already pointed out, an increase in the temperature of th e
air increases its capacity to hold moisture and thus hastens evapora-
tion. Below the fiber-saturation point a certain amount of heat i s
required to separate water from wood, the. amount increasing a the
wood becomes drier ; air at a high temperature holds more heat, ,
which it can give up for this purpose, than the same air at a lo w
temperature.

The effects of the temperature of the surrounding air upon th e
drying process explain certain conditions encountered in air sea-
soning. For exatiiple, even during the coolest months of the yea r
a comparatively rapid loss of moisture from bare wood occurs unti l
a moisture content of about 30 per cent is reached . Then a rather
abrupt decrease in the drying rate usually takes place .

EFFECT OF RELATIVE HUMIDIT Y

The relation of the relative humidity of the surrounding air t o
the, moisture wood has hem discussed previously (p . Ei) . It was
pointed out that this relationship deterinines the extent to whic h
wood dries . At a given temperature, the relative humidity deter -
mines also the rate of drying . In general, other factors remainin g
constant, the lower the relative humidity the faster will drying take
place, and, conversely, the higher the relative humidity the slowe r
will be the drying. This is true because lowering the humidity re-
duces the moisture content of the wood at the surface, thus increasing
the rate of movement. of moisture toward the surface and conse-
quently hastening the drying .

EFFECT OF CIRCULATION

Circulation also plays a large part in the seasoning process. As
wood dries, the evaporation both uses up heat and increases th e
amount, of moisture in the surrounding air. Hence circulation i s
required to supply the heat necessary for evaporation and also t o
remove the evaporated moisture . Circulation is thus a prime facto r
is the drying of wood by any method and is particularly importan t
in air seasoning, because there it is the only essential factor that ca n
be controlled to an appreciable extent . Further, when the circcila.
tion is sluggish, the air in direct contact with a. green board is likely
to be at a high relative humidity, perhaps even as high as 100 pe r
Cent . Obviously the relative humidity of the film of air immediatel y
at the surface of the board has a major effect on the drying rat e
of the wood and, since this relative humidity is influenced directl y
by the rate of circulation, the importance of circulation is agai n
evident .

88499°-30	 3
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APPLICATION TO AIR SEASONING -OF THE GENERA
PRINCIPLES OF DRYING WOO D

GENERAL CONDITIONS AT THE LUMBER PILE

The air seasoning of lumber, like any process for drying woo d
is dependent upon the temperature, humidity, and circulation o
the surrounding air . Consequently the regional climatic condition s

Z ~60

q 70

x 6 0a
X 5 0

;-R40

k

	

30 Jean, i e d Mat : Apr May line rI,y Auq. Sept Oct Nor: Dee.
A.-COMPARATIVE MONTHLY ATMOSPHERIC-TEMPERATURE ANP/ELAT/VE-HUB//O-_

ITY CONP/T/ONS; PLOTTED AVERAGES OF THE I/ALOES DEAD PAIL Ar4PAI.

B.-AVERAGE GRY/N0' PEf'/0D5 (N PAYS) /FEW/REP FOR STOCK, /0/LED /N THE /r/ONTHS
INDICATED, TO REACT/ /5 PER CENT MOISTURE . CONTENT,- LOCAL VA/7/AT/ON IN .
COND/T/ONS MAY CAUSE A CONS/DERABLC O/FFERENCE FROM THE AVERAGE PER/0 G

C.-APPROXIMATE MOISTURE CONTENT OF Ti-IOROUG'HL Y A/RPRY STOCK,
EXPRESSED BY MONTHS AND IN PERCENTAGE OF WE/C//T OF OVEN-DRY WOOF

liimilllinu'

affected as they are by local factors such as elevation, topography ,
drainage, and water bodies, constitute the primary influences in a l
seasoning. Although efficient air-seasoning practice is designed to
exert some control upon the drying conditions within the lumber pil e
there is some relationship between these conditions and those outside : ,
No matter what the yard methods, a warm, dry, and windy climat e
will cause faster drying and lower final moisture content than will +
cool, damp, and calla climatic conditions .

MMMMMM
/4 /4 /2,a /4

Feb Mar.?IA
is20 20 20 20

Oct. Nov

D. AVERAGE P/C/1-UP OF MO/STORE BY YRRD STOCK PORING' P/FFEHENT MONTHS,
EXPRESSED' /N PERCENTAGE OF WE/6'/-/T OF OVENPRY WOOF

FIGu1 3 .	 Graphic chart of major air-seasoning factors in the Inland Empire . The
chart is based on average figures covering a period of two years and represent-
ing five yards drying 4/4-inch western white pine and western yellow pine stock.
It indicates typical conditions for the region in general, but does niot show th e
wide variation from the average that may obtain locally at ally specific lumbe r
plant
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There is considerable variation in geographic and climatic factors
among the various lumber-producing regions and also among yards

3 in the same region. The influence of such natural conditions upo n
the air-seasoning process is illustrated in a broad way by the data

}.presented in Figures 3 to 6, inclusive, which show the effect o f
'different weather conditions upon actual seasoning in the western.
softwood regions . The moisture content for thoroughly air-dry

5.-AVERAGE PRY/N4' PER/01ZS (IN PAYS REQU/REP FOR ' -INCH STOCK, P/LEP
/N THE MONTHS INP/CATEO, TO /TEACH /5 PER CENT MO/STORE CONTENT ;
LOCAL VAR/AT/ON !NCONP/T/ONS MAY CAUSE' A'CONS/PERABLC'P/FFERENCE

FROM THE AVERAGE PER/OO

C. -APPROXIMATE MO/5TURE CONTENT OF THOROUQHLY4/R-PRY STOCK EXPRESSED
BY MONTHS AND IN PERCENTAGE OF WE/ONT Of OVEN-PRY WOOD.

D. :AVERAGE P/CK-VP OF M0/5TURE BY YARD STOCK OUR/NC, P/FFERENT MONTHS, .

fXPRES5EP /N PERCENTAGE OF WE/C'HT OF OVEN-PRY )'VOOP
FIGURE 4.-Graphic chart of major air-seasoning 'factors in the California pin e

region. The chart, which is based on the average of representative figures ,
indicates typical conditions for the region in general, but does not show the wid e
variation from the average that may obtain locally at any specific lumber plan t

stock (C of figs . 3-6) indicated for each month is not to be considere d
as the equilibrium moisture content for the temperature and th e
relative humidity shown in the curves of the same chart (A of figs.
3-6), because the temperature and the relative humidity reading s
for each day represent only two observations, which are not sufficient
in number to give true averages . The curves adapted from Depart- ,
went Bulletin No. 1425, however, do show the general trend in tem-
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perature and relative humidity from month to month . Even though
these natural conditions must be largely accepted, a. knowledge of
them and recognition of their consequence in seasoning are essentia l
in the intelligent selection of a yard site, in the proper laying out of
the seasoning yard; and in the development of effective piling
methods .
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Fiquan 5.-Graphic chart of major air-seasoning factors in the redwood region .
The chart, which is based on the averages of representative figures, indicate s
typical conditions for the region in general, but does not show the wide varia-
tion from the average that may obtain locally at any specific lumber plan t

The aim of air-seasoning practice must be limited to employin g
the favorable natural elements to the greatest possible advantag e
and to minimizing the unfavorable factors as far as is practicable .
The means for accomplishing this aim are brought out. in the later
and more detailed discussion of air-seasoning practice.

TEMPERATURE IN THE LUMBER PILE

Within the limits of existing climatic conditions, some indirec t
control of temperature in the lumber pile is possible . Through the
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provision of adequate means for circulation both in the yard and i n
the pile, the air cooled by evaporation is replaced by warmer ai r
from the outside, thus increasing the temperature .. Further, some
heat is transmitted to the lumber from the direct rays of the sun ,
which reach at least a part of the pile during some portion of the

C.-APPROXIMATE M0/5TUR£ CONTENT OF THOROUO'//L Y A/R-PRY -INCH STOCff,
EXPRESSED 5YMONTHS ANP IN PERCENTAGE OF WEIGHT OF OVEN-PRY W000

D.. -AVERAGE P/CK-UP OF MO/5T/RE SY e -/NCH YARN STOCK PVR/N!' O/FFERE/V T

MONTHS, EXFRE55EO IN PERCENTAGE OF WE/c/IT Of OVEN-ORY /N000

PIGURB 6 .-Graphic chart of major air-seasoning factors in the Douglas fir region .
The chart, which is based on the averages of representatives figures, indicate s
typical conditions for the region in general, tfIff-" Yoe n';t: _he wide varia-
tion from the average that may obtain locally at any specific lumber plan t

day. The extent of the pile surface that receives direct sunlight ,

as well as the length of the daily period during which it is received ,

can be controlled to some extent by varying the spacings around the

pile and changing the direction of the openings between piles .
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HUMIDITY IN THE LUMBER PIL E

Control of humidity conditions within the pile, as far as it is
possible, also can be accomplished only by indirect means . Circu-
lation, if it occurs, carries away the moist air resulting from season _
ing and replaces it with air from the outside that contains less
moisture . The regulation of temperature mentioned in the preced _
ing paragraph alsu. affects the relative humidity, since an increase of
temperature means that the drying capacity of the air is increased .

CIRCULATION IN THE LUMBER PILE

The functions and the importance of circulation in air seasoning
have been indicated in the discussions of temperature and humidit y
control . Circulation is the only drying factor that is subject t o
direct methods of control .

The movement of air in a lumber pile is the resultant of two gen _
eral types of circulation . Horizontal circulation is caused primaril y
by the local wind currents . Vertical circulation, on the other hand ,
is an internal movement produced by evaporation and the resulting
differences in temperature througlmut the pile .

Horizontal circulation can be regulated to some extent, by varia-
tions in yard layout, in foundation construction, and in pilin g
methods . The arrangement and spacing of main alleys and rea r
alleys and the intervals between piles on the same alley affect th e
movement of the local air currents to a large extent . Likewise the
clearance under the pile foundations exerts an appreciable influence .
The actual inlet and outlet of the wind currents to and from the pil e
are greatly affected by the method of pile construction . For ex-
ample, an increase in the thickness of the stickers materially assist s
in building up positive horizontal circulation .

Vertical circulation in a lumber pile is a seasoning factor of th e
utmost importance and hence should be thoroughly understood . As
the green stock in a pile dries, the evaporation uses up heat, whic h
is taken from the air in contact with the stock . This air, thus
becoming cooler and consequently heavier, tenrlti to drop" gradually
toward the bottom of the pile . Methods of pile construction shoul d
therefore be designed to aid this natural movement, permitting as
far as possible an unobstructed and continuous vertical flow of air .
1,o secure the maximum benefits from vertical circulation, it . must be
adequate, not only at a single point but also entirely across the pil e
from one side to the other. This means that. vertical air channels,
well distributed, are essential .

The natural downward movement of cool, moist air in a lumbe r
pile results iii partial stagnation and slow drying in the lower sectio n
unless proper means are provided to insure the removal of such air .
Thus horizontal circulation, particularly in the lower portion of th e
pile and beneath it, is a necessary adjunct to the vertical circulation .
Such movement toward the outside of the pile results from external

n Such movement is in the general direction that normally obtains during the greate r
part of the time in which actual drying is taking place . During cool days, and especially
during cool nights when the lumber is dry or practically so, the cooler outside air enter-
ing a warmer space within the pile may cause a temporary reversal of this downward
movement .
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wind currents and to a less degree from a natural outward flow i n
the lower portions of the pile, caused by the pressure of the down-
ward movement. The outward flow can be aided materially by th e
control methods already discussed in connection with horizonta l
circulation .

There is much misconception as to the movement of air in a lumbe r
pile. If the natural tendency of the air to drop toward the botto m
of the pile is not fully appreciated and adequately recognized i n
the. development of the entire air-seasoning practice, serious dryin g
troubles are almost certain to develop . The drying in the lower
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FIGURE 7.-Representative changes in moisture-content values in different part s
of a typical pile of softwood yard lumbe r

part of the pile will then lag behind that in the other parts. As a
result, the average drying time will be lengthened, a portion of th e
Stock may never reach a thoroughly air-dry condition, and th e
liability of the development of stain and decay will be increased .
Such a lag in drying is illustrated by Figure 7, taken from Depart-
ment Bulletin No. 1425, which represents actual drying conditions i n
different parts of a common type of lumber pile.

SMOKE MACHINE

In studying the effect of wind, temperature . and method of piling
on the direction and the rate of air movement, in a lumber pile, i t
may be helpful to use a smoke machine . This apparatus may consist
of two glass containers, each about 11/ inches in diameter and 5
inches long, one of which is filled halfway with alnlnonnim hydrox-
ide (ammonia water ; specific gravity 0 .9) and the other with

Description of Pile
Method of Piling : Box
Size of Pile : /6 Feet Square and /8 Feet High.
Stock- / by 8-Inch by /6-Foot Na2 Common

Western White Pine
stickers : /by 4-Inch A/r-Pry White Fir
Lateral 5pacinq ,Between Boards :2 Inches
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hydrochloric acid (specific gravity 1 .19) . The containers are pro..
vided with 2-hole rubber stoppers and are connected by a glass tub e
about one-fourth inch in outside diameter . By means of a rubber
bulb air is blown into the upper part of one container, forcing th e
vapor there over to the similar space in the second container, wher e
it unites with the vapor above the other liquid, thus forming am-
monium chloride . This salt emerges as a white smoke. When the
smoke is released in a current of air i,t is carried along with the
current, thus making the air movement evident . For the sake o f
convenience the containers may be supported in a small wood bloc k
drilled with holes of the proper size and provided with a shor t
handle. In some cases it is advantageous to connect several feet o f
3/S-inch rubber hose to the discharge opening in the second rubber
stopper, so that the smoke can be directed to any desired point. If
the tubing becomes clogged, the ammonium chloride may be readily
dissolved in water .

The Kiln Drying Handbook 13 illustrates a smoke machine of
similar construction .

SEASONING DEFECTS AND THEIR CAUSE S

The defects responsible for the depreciation incident to air sea-
soning are definitely= related to the drying process itself or to the
time element of that process . An explanation of their causes wil l
permit a better alapreeiation of the possil>ility and the means o f
preventing them. These defects may be grouped as those resultin g
from shrinkage and those caused by the action of minute organism s
that belong to a low form of plant life known as fungi .

In the first. group are check, honeycomb, cup, bow, crook, twist ,
loosening of knots, and collapse . The second group includes stain s
and decay . Blue stain is the principal stain of economic importanc e
in the air seasoning of many species, both hardwoods and softwoods ,
although brown stain (p. 29) is of some importance in certain soft -
woods. On account of the general climatic-conditions in the West
and the drying periods, usually required there, decay need not b e
considered an air-seasoning defect in lumber in that region . In the
South, on the other hand, both climatic and logging conditions ar e
very conducive to the development of decay . All of the measure s
taken to reduce blue-stain development are also helpful in decay
prevention.

DEPECTS RESULTING FROM SHRINKAG E

END AND SURFACE CHECKS

Lumber checks as a result of uneven shrinkage . Such shrinkage
may be due to one or both of two causes, uneven drying and the iai-
herent difference in the amounts of radial and tangential shrinkage
of wood .

There are three common causes of uneven drying : (1) The end
grain of wood gives off moisture more rapidly than the side grain ;
(2) surface layers dry faster than those in the interior, especiall y
during the early stages of drying ; (3) a portion of a board fully

12 See footnote 4 .
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PLATE 1

A surface check in a 6/4-inch hardwood board closed by compression of the surface fibers during th e
latter part of the seasoning period : A, Normal appearance of the surface ; B, the sides of the chec k
forced apart at one surface; C, cross section of the board at the check



Compression wood : A, The dark, wide rings in the lower part of the cross section are compressio n
wood ; B, crook caused by the extreme longitudinal shrinkage of compression wood on the uppe r
edge of a 2 by 4 inch stud . The 12-inch ruler indicates the length of the 8-foot stud

Tech. Bul. 174, U. S . Dept . of Agriculture
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PLATE 3

A-Hoen&CC Oaltimore,d -

Blue stain in a conifer. The dark-blue specks are the ends of the wood rays .
The pale orange-colored wood at the right is unstained heartwood
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PLATE 4

*..Raara: aai fmsc

A seetLo .^, of da 1 .get heartwood of a conifer . Tile typical decay illustrated i~ caused by i :h e
ring-scale f u gua. The light-colored wood at, the right is so ind sapwood
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exposed tc, the drying effect of the air loses its moisture before a n
adjacent section not so exposed dries to the same extent .

Tangential shrinkage, the shrinkage across the width of plain -
sawed .stock, is on an average about twice as great as radial shrink -
age, which is the shrinkage across the width of quarter-sawed stork .
Tallle 3 gives the ratios of tangential to radial shrinkage for variou s
commercial species .

'I -Ile end checking of lumber during air seasoning is largely due t o
the uneven shrinkage caused by the exposed ends of the boards . dry-
ing more rapidly than the adjoining portions. Not only does end
grain give off its moisture iliore rapidly than side grain . but i n
addition portions of both the major side-grain surfaces, near o r
next to the ends, are kept from direct contact with the drying effec t
of the air by the stickers that cover them . It follows that two
actions are necessary to minimize end checking : Ends of the stock
should be -hailed to decrease the rate of end drying, and the are a
of the board faces not. expo-ed to the air should be reduced as far
as practicable . As explained l on page 40, end coating may be used .
instead of shading in order to reduce end checking.

Season checks that appear on the faces of the stock result bot h
from uneven drying and from the difference between tangential an d
radial shrinkage . Checks caused by uneven drying may be due t o
one of two conditions . With excessively rapid surface drying, th e
outer layers become much drier than those in the interior and . ten d
to shrink before the inside portion is dry enough to do so . The
stresses thus set up in the piece may cause checking, which may be -
come apparent either in n eiliately or when the stock is run throug h
the planer. The other condition causing checks obtains when a por-
tion of the piece is shut off from the air . The exposed portion be -
gins to shrink before the protected one is dry enough to do so . an d
checking occurs in the shrinking portion because of the restraint o f
the unchanged one. Stickers are often responsible for such cheeks
in the stock. The checking; in plain-sawed pieces for which the
difference between radial arid . tangential shrinkage is responsible
occurs because the face of the piece that is closer to the heart, is mor e
nearly a radial face than the other . Such a piece also tends to cup,
but because it may be restrained by the stickers the stresses set u p
may result. checking. The avoidance of excessively rapid dryin g
tends to reduce all forms of checking, while a decrease in the are a
covered by the sticker will materially lower the amount of checking
resulting from differences in exposure to tile• air .

Very wide flat-sawed boards and planks are liable to check. For
this reason it is advisable to season lumber, particularly aircraft
stock, in the narrowest usable widths, unless warping interferes .

HONEYCOM B

The surface of a piece of green wood dries before the interid?;-
a and in consequence its shrinkage is opposed by the interior, which .
(luring the early stages of drying remains above the fiber-satura-
tion point . During these stages the difference in tendency to shrink
sets up a, tension in the surface, which may result in checking, an d
a compression in the interior ; the tension and the compression. are.

88499 0-30	 1
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across the grain . As the drying process continues shrinkage o f
the interior begins, and in turn is opposed by the surface, which
has become set in an expanded condition ; that is, the surface has
been partially restrained in shrinking and consequently is wide r
across the grain than it would be at the same moisture content
if it had been free to shrink. The difference in shrinkage now
results in a compression of the surface and a tension in the interior ,
The compression may be sufficient to close the surface checl .
that they become invisible . (Pl . 1.) Although the checks possibly
are invisible and can not be detected by a grader, they may agai n
become visible if the piece is exposed alternately to high and to lo w
humidities either in a dry kiln or elsewhere . 1 3

The interior tension just described may exceed the strength of th e
wood, and consequently may tear the interior fibers apart . If it does
so, the resulting defect is called honeycomb . The minimization of
honeycomb involves methods of piling that will retard the drying
rate .

CASEHARDENING

When the surface of a piece of wood is set in an expanded con-
dition, and consequently is in compression, while the interior is in
tension, the piece is said to be casehardened . When such a piece i s
resawed the new surfaces tend to become concave . If casehardening
is objectionable, it can be relieved by proper steaming methods in a
dry kiln . For most purposes for which stock in the air-seasoned
condition is to be used, however, such a procedure is not required .

CUP, BOW, CROOK, AND. TWIST

Cupping, the transverse (crosswise) concaving of a piece of lumber,
is caused in a number of ways. The difference in shrinkage resultin g
from uneven drying is often responsible . When stock is piled with
two layers to the course, one face of each piece dries more rapidl y
and reaches a lower final moisture content than does the other . This
condition may result in cupping. Further, a plain-sawed board, al -
though uniformly dried, may tend to cup because, as previously
mentioned, the face that grew nearer the center of the tree may be
more nearly a radial face than the opposite face . Such a condition
produces cupping away from the heart . In general cupping may
he held to a rnnumum by allowing both faces of the stock to dry
evenly and by proper stickering .

Bow may be defined as a longitudinal distortion of a board, of
such a kind that its fad has become convex or concave . Crook is the
corresponding edgewise distortion . Twist . on the other hand, make
one or both edges of a board take the form of a helix or of a spiral .
Warp involves any kind of distortion it is the general terra that
includes cup, bow, crook, and twist . Such types of defect are usuall y
the result of uneven shrinkage caused by a lack of uniformity in
the structure of a piece of wood . Spiral. interlocked, or diagona l
grain is commonly responsible, although the large longitudinal
shrinkage of compression wood is the most frequent cause of crook .

3-3 See footnote 4 .
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(P1 . 2 .) Minor distortional defects may result from uneven drying ,
and those defects caused primarily by the wood structure can be ag-
gravated in this manner . Preventive measures consist chiefly in the
use of piling methods that will hold the stock firmly in prope r
alignment .

LOOSENING OF KNOTS

Knots are loosened during seasoning because of the drying of th e
cementing resins and gums and because of differences in the shrink -
age of the knot and of tile surrounding wood . dace the axis of a
knot-forming 1iaiicll is approximately at right angles to that of th e
tree, a Lnotirl a plain-sawed board shrinks away from the wood
lengthwise of the board and also shrinks away, though to a les s
extent, crosswise of the board . Further, since the shrinkage in the
thickness of the board (across its grain) is greater than that of th e
knot in the same direction (along its own grain), knots are ofte n
loosened also when the stock is machined, probably as much becaus e
the knot frequently projects beyond the surface of the board as be -
cause it is harder than the wood around it . The loosening of knots
can not be entirely avoided by any method of seasoning, since a
certain type of knot is not directly connected with the wood sur-
rounding it, such knots, which are called " encased," are usuall y
surrounded with bark . Depreciation from knot loosening, however ,
can be reduced somewhat in air seasoning by measures that preven t
excessively rapid drying and extremely low final moisture content .
When the knot is firmly intergrown with the surrounding wood it
is likely to check rather than to come loose as a unit .

COLLAPSE

During air seasoning a form of defect called collapse sometime s
occurs in the heartwood of a few species, such as red gum and swam p
oak. Rows of cells collapse like a punctured rubber tire ; and if the
collapse has been at or near the surface, the surface of the woo d
then has a washboard appearance 9 this appearance occurs in board s
rather than in planks. Collapse is relatively uncommon in ai r
seasoning.

OTHER IMPORTANT DEFECTS "
BLUE STAIN

In the air seasoning of such species as southern and western yello w
pine, northern and western white pine, red gum, sugar pine, bass -
wood, and maple, the prevention of blue stain is often the major dry -
11 g problem . This defect is a discoloration of the sapwood that i s
die directly to the growth within the wood of threads of the blue -
stain fungi . These. fiiii i are minute plants that absorb their nourish-
ment from, the wood they inhabit, feeding principally upon the cel l
contents . As the fungous threads grow, they pass from one cell t o
another, usually through openings in the cell wall, but occasionall y

-boring through the wood itself . (Figs. 8 and 9 . )

The author wishes to make special ;4cknov ledgment to the Office of Forest Pathology,
Which is maintained by the Bureau of Plant Industry of the U . S. Department of Agricul-
ture in cooperation with the Forest Products Laboratory . The Office of Forest Patholog y
has contributed very materially to the present knowledge of blue stain and other fungou s
defects in wood .
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Blue stain, in its development, appears first in spots or streaks oA
the surface of the wood . Later, as the fungus penetrates deeply, the
entire sapwood may be discolored . The blue-gray color of the stai n
appears in the wood only after numeous very small threads of th e
fungus have reached a certain development within the wood cells .
(Pls. 3 and 4.) When these threads, feeding on the contents of the
cell and to a. slight extent on the cell walls, reach a certain stage o f
their growth, fruiting bodies-- ; rl ;ta;r«1 ill some ways to the see d
pods of a flowering plant-are produced upon the surface of the
wood. These fruiting bodies, which appear as tiny black specks upo n
the blued wood, resemble small black hairs or bristles swollen at th e
base. (Fig. 10, A .) Minute spores, which are comparable to seeds,
a.re ejected from them. (Fig 10. B. )

These spores, when carried about b y
cause new infections by germinating o n
N

the wind or other means ,
bright lumber green from

the saw or on other
favorable places. Al-
though a blue - stai n
organism may be pres-
ent in certain logs be -
fore the logs are sawe d
into lumber, the chief
source of infection is
that just mentioned.
Accordingly, yard san-
itation and discrimina-
tion in the repeated use
of stickers are highl y
important measures in
blue-stain prevention .

Blue stain does not
materially affect the

FIGURE 8 .--A diagram of young threads (hyphae) of a strength properties of
blue
direct

-stai n
penetration nofll thel cell f wala

	

tshowin
h eads wOOd, It 1S not an early

are constricted where they pass through the walls . stage of decay. The
In the lower center one thread is passing through
a bordered pit . Enlarged about 500 times

	

stain, however, often
lowers the value of the

product for uses, such as natural-finish surfaces, where the discolora -
tions are objectionable .

Blue-stain fungi require an abundant food supply in the wood ,
a comparatively high moisture content of the wood, and war m
weather. Blue stain is likely to occur, especially during rainy
periods, in the warmer seasons of the year when the air is humid an d
seasoning is correspondingly slow, particularly if proper piling an d
storage methods are not employed.

It has been observed that. blue-stain fungi grow best on substance s
that contain some acid ; the acid of sour sap is very favorable for
the development of the blue-stain and decay organisms . This fact
indicates why souring or fermenting of the sapwood is often advance d
as the origin of the blue-stain blemish and decay instead of the tru e
cause, fungous development .

The blue-stain organisms ordinarily do not attack the normal living
tree. In wood products the blued areas are usually confined to the
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sapwood, ending where the heartwood begins . The fact that some
species of wood blue more readily than others has not been explained .
Possibly the food or moisture conditions in the sap vary sufficiently
among species to account for this selective action. Froni the inves-
t.igat.ive. work conducted so far on the moisture requirements of the
blue-stain organisms it seems safe to assume that there is littl e
danger of sap-stain development in wood that has a moisture content
not exceeding 20 per cent .

The relation between the seasoning process and blue-stain fung i
is obvious . The occurrence of this defect is primarily the resul t
of insanitary yard conditions and of practices conducive to slow
seasoning. Measures for minimizing it include steaming, chemica l
dips, yard sanitation, and yard practices that will permit rapid sea-
soning, especially in the initial stages of seasoning and in the lower
third of the lumber pile . Preliminary steaming and chemical dip s
are discussed on pages 5 2
and 53.

BROWN STAIN

Brown stains occur dur-
ing both air seasoning an d
kiln drying ; consequently
they are sometimes calle d
yard brown stain and kiln .
brown stain . Yard brown
stain appears as a yello w
to a dark-brown discolora-
tion, chiefly in air-seasoned
sapwood and heartwood
stock of sugar pine, wester n
yellow pine, and northern
white pine. Kiln brown
stain is also yellow to dark
brown in color ; it develops
during kiln drying of the
heartwood and sapwood
stock in the species just mentioned, and also, for example, in hickory
sapwood .

The brown stain that occurs during air seasoning, while definitel y
known in some cases to be due to chemical action, ill other cases may
be due to fungous action. Kiln brown stain is of a chemical nature .
The cause of chemical brown stain is not definitely known . but it is
thought to be due to the deposition and subsequent oxidation o f
water-soluble materials as the wood dries . Sometimes the chemical
stain appears on the surface of a rough board . Frequently, how -
ever, the water-soluble substances appear to be concent .rated,j t
beneath the surface, and the stain does not become evident until the
board is planed .

No positive remedy for brown staining is yet known .

DECAY

What has been said with reference to the cause of blue stain an d
the conditions conducive to its growth is applicable likewise to wood -

l+ tOTTRE 9.-A diagram of a blue-stain fungus in a
softwood decomposing the wood ray at A and
penetrating the cell walls at B and C . Enlarged
about 500 times
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destroying fungi, with one important exception, namely, blue-stai n
fungi affect the strength to only a minor degree if at all, wherea s
the wood-destroying organisms use certain constituents of the cel l
walls of the wood for food, with the result that the cells may b e
broken down and the strength of the wood may be greatly reduced .

INSECT ATTACK 16

Certain woods are subject to insect attack in the green lumber, some
in insufficiently seasoned lumber, and others in dry lumber . Some
of the wood-destroying insects bore into sapwood and heartwoo d

w i t It i) u t discrimina -
tion, whereas others

-.; ::

	

.̀'! ry _

	

confine their eating to
~.: :- c : ;ti•''r ' a

: :•~

	

sapwood or even t o~ . ~ .

	

1'	 r te • bark. The sapwood of
ti'

	

:

	

a few fully seasoned

	

`• ; ;, : . :

	

"

	

hardwoods is attacked

	

_'~• ~_-_

	

: __;? by an insect known a s
the powder-post beetle.
This beetle lays its
eggs in the pores o f
the wood, and the eggs
are big enough to re-
quire large p o r e s.
I-I e n c e hickory, ash ,
and oak are most liabl e
to its injury, but othe r
species are also at-
tacked to some exten t
by this same beetle .
The actual destruction
of the wood comes
from the larvm of this
borer, as is usual with
such insects . W i t h
some wood destroyers ,
however, either the
adults alone or both

FIGURE 10.-A, Fruiting bodies of blue stain (Ceratosto- the adults and the
mella Si) . ) appearing as black, powdery masses on a young do the damage .
portion of a board ; B, fruiting bodies, enlarged abou t
70 times

	

On account of bore r
attack, seasoned hick-

ory, ash, and oak in storage should be moved in rotation, old stock be-
ing used before new, so that none of it will remain i n storage a n
excessively long time. In addition all stored stock should be examine d
regularly and with care . Any stock showing the slightest indicatio n
of attack should be reexamined, often by cutting into it, and borer-
infested stock should either be heat sterilized or destroyed . The
powder-post beetle lays its eggs below the surface of the wood, usually
entering the piece from the end, and the larvae ordinarily work in -

15 The author is pleased to, acknowledge the assistance of the Bureau of Entomology,.
U. S. Department of Agriculture, in the preparation of this section .
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ward, so that a piece of wood may be eaten to a shell before . any
external indications of the destruction appear . Further, the adult
beetles fly, which makes infestation of adjacent stock merely a matte r
of time if proper preventive measures are not taken .

Wii bout much question, economic considerations justify both Pon -
slant inspection of stores of the woods most subject to borer attac k
and also suitable heat sterilization of such stock unrrredia .tcly before
its remanufacture . Similar treatment is desirable for all seasoned
wood subject to the attack of any insect .

Seasoned stock that is entirely free from the eggs and larvae o f
powder-post beetles may be protected from attack through filling th e
pores of the wood with varnish or gloss oil, which will prevent th e
adult beetle from laying its eggs in the wood.

KILN DRYING TO RILL WOOD BOILERS

About 180° F . is required to kill many of the borers that infes t
wood, although considerably lower temperatures will suffice for some .
When wood infested by heat-endurant borers, such as the Lyctus
powder-post beetle, has not been subjected to a temperature of 180 °
or higher during the drying process, the kiln temperature should b e
raised to 180° at the end of the run and so held for a half hour o r
longer, the exact time depending upon the thickness of the stock . If
the moisture content of the wood does. not exceed 12 per cent, and if
the relative humidity during the heating period is controlled so a s
to prevent any visible damage, it is improbable that subjecting th e
stock to 180° for two or three hours will injure the strength of the
wood.

KILN DRYING PRELIMINARY TO AIR SEASONING

Subjecting green lumber to relatively high temperatures accom-
plishes more than merely killing the fungi and insects present .
When such temperatures are employed in conjunction with prope r
relative humidities, as in kiln drying, the process offers also a mean s
of minimizing checking in refractory hardwood boards during sub-
sequent air drying. The principle involved may be understood b y
referring to the discussion of honeycomb on page 25 and by the fol-
lowing considerations : During the early stages of kiln drying, the
rate of drying, under proper conditions, can be controlled so as t o
prevent. checking. At some point in the drying process the stress i n
the surface of the board changes from tension to compression . At
this point, which in northern red or white oak, for instance, may b e
at a moisture content of about 30 per cent, the danger of checking i s
practically one . as long as the surface does not subsequently absorb
moisture and then again lose it . Consequently the problem of min-
irnizing checking in refractory hardwoods may be simplified by pre-
liminary kiln drying for :sc-.',.er : .I day- before the stock is piled in
the yard. To make it possible for such drying to remain effective ,
however, care must be taken to protect the stock from rain,
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COMMERCIAL METHODS OF PILING BOARDS, PLANK S
AND OTHER SHAPES OF WOOD FOR AIR SEASONING r

BOARDS AND PLANK S

FLAT PILING

YARD SITE

While in some cases the location of the seasoning yard is limited by
such factors as availability of the timber supply and means of trans-
portation, when possible the site selected should be well drained, an d
for species that withstand rapid drying should be on high ground well
exposed to the wind . Freedom from debris, weeds, and other vege-
tation is essential if the development of blue stain and decay is to be
kept at a minmum.

Obviously the opportunity for movement of air around the piles
shown in Plate 5, A, is much greater than for those in Plate 5, B .

YARD LAYOU T

MAIN ALLEY S

To facilitate the transportation and piling of lumber the main
alleys should be 16 to 20 feet wide . (Pl . 5, A.) In some yards the
alleys have no surfacing, in others planking is used, and occasionally
alleys are surfaced with concrete .

REAR ALLEY S

In some instances the rear alleys are used for unpiling the lumber .
Even though they may not be used for this purpose, they should b e
at least 8 feet wide if rapid air movement is needed. The advantage
of the alleys shown in Plate 6, B and C, as compared with that i n
Plate 6, A, is evident.

CROSS ALLEYS

The alleys at right angles to the main alleys should be spaced 20 0
or 300 feet apart to facilitate the movement of lumber. If they are
made wide enough, say 60 feet or more, they will tend to limit th e
extent of a fire. These alleys, like the others, of course influence the
movement of air through the yard .

TRAMWAY S

Because of variations in the level of a yard and also in order t o
permit higher piling without mechanical equipment, elevated woo d
runways, called tramways, are sometimes built in the main alleys .
(Pl . 7, A.) It has been found, however, that a tramway in fron t
of a pile materially retards the drying rate in the lower part of the
pile and increases the , danger of depreciation from blue stain an d
decay to such an extent that the apparent advantages ordinarily ar e
outweighed by the disadvantages .
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PLATE 5

Sanitation in air-seasoning yards : A, Excellent sanitation in an air-seasoning yard ; the layout,
the foundations, and in the main the piling also are good . All these features are conducive to th e
necessary good ventilation in the piles ; B, poor sanitation in an air-seasoning yard . The loss
resulting from stain and decay that are directly chargeable to the choking of circulation caused
by the weeds alone would more than pay the cost of putting the yard into good condition and
maintaining it properly



Rcur alh> . i : ri and ~nr. l practice : ,1, Poor piling of yard lumber . Overhanging ends,-inadequat e
sticke.rinw, inullicii nC :n l improper foundations, weeds, and a narrow and obstructed alley al l
cause degrade, with its resulting loss ; B, au adequate rear alley, wide and well-kept except for
the few scattered stickers . All the piles are set up properly (box piled), and the sanitation is good ;
t', one side of a well-a plycaring rear alloy . The stock is piled without overhanging ends (bo x
piling) . a desirable foal tire . Three or four rear pile ends, in addition, have drip boards . On the
other baud, higher foundations are desirable
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PLATE 7

A, An elevated tramway in a main alley . The usual purpose of a tramway in a lumber yard, partic-
ularly where hand piling is practiced, is to facilitate running the piles higher than would otherwis e
be economically feasible, but sometimes the tramway merely bridges low spots in an uneven groun d
surface . Although its construction is open, a tramway retards the drying in the lower part of th e
adjacent piles, thus increasing the loss from stain and decay enough to make its advantage ques-
tionable ; B, concrete piers, set at a depth sufficient to insure stability, supporting the stringer s
and beams of a pile foundation ; C, concrete piers adequate in height and well-kept surroundings ,
as shown in the center of the illustration, make for excellent ventilation and tend to prevent los s
from stain and decay . The low and solid foundations, at the right, are in marked contrast
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A, A roof of standard-length lumber made in two sections, one overlapping the other, to permi t
adequate extension of the roof at both the front and the rear of the yard pile . The practice of
double decking ; that is, piling two layers of hoards between two consecutive rows of stickers a s
also shown in the illustration, is liable to cause an excessive amount of checking and warping ;
B, a yard pile boarded up to shield the lumber from the direct rays of the sun, thus reducing th e
excessive end checking that is caused by too rapid drying ; C 1 a simple and effective type of portabl e
sun shield for protecting the ends of the lumber from the direct rays of the sun

Tech . Bul. 174, U. S. Dept . of Agriculture
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FOUNDATION S

REQUIREMENT S

The principal requirements of satisfactory supports for a lumber
.pile are firmness, durability, and a height sufficient to allow the p air
that has circulated through the lumber to escape readily, especiall y
by allowing wind from any direction to blow beneath the pile .
The minimum distance between the ground and the first layer of
lumber should be 18 inches . Firmness and durability are require d
to prevent sagging and conseq tent warping of the stock .

UNIT FOUNDATION S

Foundations may consist of heavy planks resting directly on h a
ground and supporting piers and stringers . The unit type, as this:
construction is called; is built the same width as the pile and separate
from the adjoining foundations . Such a foundation permits de-
finite alignment of the piles (p . 36), is readily adjusted for different
lengths of stock, and is easily repaired. A disadvantage is th e
tendency of the wood in contact with the ground to decay .

CONTINUOUS FOU gDATION S

The stringers of the conti_IRuou$ type of foundation . are supported
n . manner similar to that of the unit type, but they extend fro m

One cross alley to the next .

PIER S

Concrete piers, which are sometimes built as shown in Plate 7, B ,
are very satisfactory. The low, solid foundations shown at the right

Plate 7, C, are in marked contrast with those near the middle o f
ie illustration ; the solid ones Should not be:. used because they
event proper circulation under t-he piles .

SLOP E

Regardless of the type of foundation, the slope from front to rea r
should be approximately 1. inch to the foot, of length of pile .

PRESERVATIVE TREATMEN T

Timbers used in the construction of foundations for lumber piles
should be impregnated with creosote, especially if they are of a
nondurable species of wood or the sapwood of any species . If the
ski-the, impregnation process is not justified, the timbers shoul d
at least be given two coats of hot creosote, or an equivalent treatment ,
on the surfaces that are to be in contact with other surfaces or with
the ground. I-beams and inverted railroad rails also make satisfac-
tory stringers for such service .
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SEPARATION OF STOC K

Because of the marked difference in the drying rates and in the
seasoning degrades of stock of various species, grades, and t hicknesses ,
the separation of stock should in some cases be made at least on th e
basis of these three factors . For instance, 4/4-inch sap gum require s
rapid drying conditions to prevent, blue stain, while 4/4-inch south _
ern lowland red or white oak should be subjected to more moderat e
drying conditions, Since' ii as 'ver liable to check and to honeycomb.

Upper-grade stock of coniferous species is clear, while the lower _
grade stock has knots, which are liable to check and become loosened
if subjected to the extreme drying conditions that the upper grades .
can withstand. Likewise the conditions to which the heartwood of
red gum should be subjected are more mild than those proper for it s
sapwood. Thus in any species in which the drying rates of heart -
wood and of sapwood differ materially, separation on this basi s
should be given careful consideration .

Thick stock of a given species requires a longer drying period tha n
thin stock does and is also more liable to check. Further difficulty
is encountered when pieces of more than one thickness are piled in
the same layer, since the stickers then fail to hold the thinner pieces
in position effectively and therefore permit warping . In addition ,
such thin pieces in alayer fail to support the stickers above them, a
condition that my-a-vs causes at least deformation of the unsupporte d
stickers, with resultant injury to the stock above them, and ma y
cause breakage of the stickers, with still greater injury to the stock.

Not only is it advisable to separate the stock with respect to species, ,
grades (at least, by groups), and thicknesses, but proper piling will b e,
facilitated and seasoning degrade will be reduced if the separation i s
made also with respect to width and length . With uniform-width
stock, straight flues of any desired width from bottom to top can b e
provided so that. air movement will be reasonably uniform through -
out the pile. When the lumber is separated as to length . piling so
as to avoid overhanging ends, which are liable to check and warp, .
is simplified .

For hardwoods, the distance between fines should ordinarily b e
about 12 or 14 inches ; too great a distance causes too slow drying.
Boards, including those of random width . may be grouped to obtain
the proper distance ; for example, three 4-inch boards, two 6-inch ,
or one 4-inch and one 8-inch are all equivalent to one 12-inch board .

For much softwood lumber the distance between flues should b e
approximately the same as for hardwoods . Local conditions, how-
ever, always determine the exact spacing that is proper ; the species
of lumber is merely one of these conditions. Extremely high
humidity and light winds, for instance, might make correct a spac-
ing between flues of only 8 inches, and on the other hand when the
boards are 30 inches wide the flue spacing obviously can not be les s
than 30 inches .

TYPES OF PILE S

RANDOM-LENGTH PILE S

Sometimes the separation of stock with respect to length is no t
feasible . Too often the result of piling random-length stock withou t
sorting is as shown in Plate 6, A. Except for very low-grade mate-
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nab such a method of piling should never be used, since the con-
sequent depreciation in the value of the stock because of warpin g
and checking is unnecessarily high ; the loss in such depreciation will
more than equal the cclditi .onal cost of proper piling .

BOX PILE S

If stock is piled without overhanging ends, as the lumber in Plate
6, B and C . is, the method is called box piling . In piling random-
length stock for air seasoning, the longest boards or planks shoul d

i lbe placed in the two outer tiers ; and if there is a sufficient number
of these boards for additional tiers, such tiers should be uniforml y
distributed across the width of the pile . As far as possible the
boards throughout any tier should be of the same length, 'whateve r
that length may be. Whether the short boards should all be placed.
with their ends flush with the front face of the pile or whether
adjacent short-board tiers should be flush with the front and the
rear faces, respectively, depends on the stickering . Let us suppose ,
for example, that. 12-foot and 16-foot boards are being piled and
that three tiers of stickers are adequate for the 16-foot stock. If
the short-length tiers of boards are all flush with the front face o f
the pile, one less tier of stickers to support the ends of the 12-foo t
stock will be required than if the alternate method is used . On the
other hand, if the number of interior 16-foot tiers is limited, savin g
one tier . of stickers by such piling may result in too much sa g
in the rear tier of stickers, which is almost certain to deform th e
boards resting on them . If five or more sticker tiers are required
to keep the 16-foot stock from warping, adjacent short-length tier s
of boaa-ds should be placed flush with the front and the rear face s
of the pile, respectively. Such staggering of the short-length tier s
is well adapted to a. pile in which there are no interior long-length
tiers of boards .

Minor modifications of the method of piling just described ar e
also called box piling. h'or example, in propel. kiln drying, with
flat piling, the tiers of long boards are grouped in the. sides of th e
pile instead of being distributed over it, and the. tiers of short board s
are always staggered from end to end instead of sometimes bein g
concentrated at one end. This distribution of the vertical air chan-
nels at the ends of the short tiers is required for proper circulation i n
the limited space within a dry kiln . Again, in an.-seasoning practice
the term "box piling " is sometimes applied to properly piled board s
of the same length, either nominal or actual. The essential feature s
of the box pile are accurate separation of the boards by length, th e
use of long boards for the outer tiers, and proper support under-
each end of every board, so that no ends overhang .

SPECIAL PILES.

One intentional divergence from an essential feature of the bo x
pile is sometimes found in the piling of certain self-stickered soft -
woods, especially with wide boards . The rear stickers are set back .
18 to 24 inches from the ends of the stock, perhaps with the idea _
that, when the boards are not trimmed accurately to length, it is'

as .35
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impossible to have the stickers flush with their ends . When it is
possible, however, placing the rear stickers so that they overhang th e
ends at least 1 inch is desirable, because then less end checking i s
likely to occur .

Another divergence is the staggering of the middle and the rea r
tiers of stickers . This practice appears advantageous for the middl e
tier ; it should decrease both the moisture content and the checkin g
of the portions of the boards and stickers that . are in direct snacaef.- -
At the same time, if the staggering is not properly done, there i s
danger of warping . In such staggering one edge of each sticker i s
directly over the center line of the sticker below it, and successive
stickers are offset in opposite directions.

DIRECTION OF PILING

Almost invariably boards and planks are piled perpendicular t o
the main alley, as in the piles previously illustrated . This method is
endwise piling . Occasionally, however, the lumber is piled paralle l
to the alley ; this practice is sidewise piling. The sidewise method
might be expected to afford more rapid drying than the endwise be -
cause the face of the sidewise pile, next to the alley, is more ope n
than that of the endwise pile. The conclusion from examination o f
actual air-seasoning test piles in the southern yellow pine region ,
however, was that the difference in drying rate between endwise an d
sidewise piling was negligible . It appeared also that the differenc e
in the amount of blue stain resulting from the two methods wa s
negligible, although the data on this point were not sufficient to be
conclusive. Sidewise piling is more inconvenient than endwise piling
and is probably more costly .

PILE SPACING S

In the various lumber regions the lateral spacing between yar d
piles varies from a few inches to 6 feet . This spacing is one of the
most important, factors affecting the air movement around an d
through the piles. It is hardly possible to recommend the prope r
lateral spacing in all cases. Broadly, and by way of example, it
may be stated that 4 feet for species such as the pines and that 6
feet for the sapwood of red gum and for basswood are considere d
satisfactory. A definite answer in a given ease depends upon ho w
rapidly the lumber dries, the width of the. pile, the lateral and also
the vertical spacing between adjoining boards, whether checkin g
or stain is likely to be the principal cause of degrade, and climate .

Irrespective of the lateral spacing it is advantageous from the stand -
point of the effect on general air movement through the yard to hav e
the piles aligned as shown in Plate 8, A. An. alternative arrangement
sometimes used is a " checkerboard " layout as illustrated in Plat e
8, B . In this plan the piles on one side of an alley are directly oppo-
site spaces of the same width on the other side . In other words ,
only half the usual number of piles is placed on each side of th e
alley . Although the checkerboard arrangement undoubtedly ha s
advantages, the superiority of the checkerboard over time mor e
usual layout, when the usual layout is given the same proportion o f
free space, has not yet been prove+l .
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Occasionally the piles are so disposed in a yard that there i s
some opportunity for selecting the foundations on which fresh stoc k
is to be put . If a species like sap gum is to be seasoned, the pile s
should be placed as far from other piles as possible in order to haste n
the drying rate . On the other hand, if oak is to be seasoned, the
stock should, if possible, be placed between two piles of some othe r
green stock to retard the drying rate and thus reduce checking and _
honeycombing.

PILE WIDTFI S

The width of a pile affects the rate of (Trying, and should therefore :
be given careful consideration before any particular dimension i s
• adopted as permanent .

In the softwood regions the width of a pile is usually made equa l
to its length. In the South the width of hardwood piles is generall y
6 feet, while in the North it is 12 to 16 feet . For sapwood boards .
of a species like red gum a very narrow pile is desirable, in order t o
hasten drying and to decrease blue' stain . With oak, on the other -
hand, the danger of checking and honeycombing is very great, and
from this standpoint extremely narrow piles are objectionable. At
the same time wide piles do not fit in well with a southern hardwoo d
operation because of the large number of items and the relativel y
small amount of each item cut daily at the average southern mill .
Consequently the wider the pile the more the stock is exposed to -
sun and rain before the roof is provided, because the pile then i s
built up more slowly . Possibly it would be worth while for hard -
-wood operators, especially in the. South, to consider devising a for m
of roof built in sections of convenient size and weight that could b e
placed over incompleted piles until additional stock is available .

The marked effect of the width of the pile on the. drying rate was .
indicated by two piles of redwood, 8 and 16 feet wide, respectively,
that were of the same class of stock and erected at the same time .

1 whil
e 136 days the narrow pile reached a moisture content of 19 per cent ,

le the other pile dried oiil.v to 36 per cent. Although redwood,
the species selected for this drying test, is not subject to blue stain .
it is reasonable to expect t hat the faster drying rate obtained wit h
the narrow pile would reduce blue-stain loss in species that are subjec t
to such attack . Narrowing the pile unquestionably has somewha t
the same result as opening up the pile, a matter that is discussed a .
little later under the headings " Stickers " and " Board spacings ."

PILE HEIGHT, PITCH, AND SLOPE

In the western softwood regions the height of piles averages proba-
bly 14 to 18 feet and in the southern softwood regions about 12 to 1 6
feet, except in yards witb tramways or with mechanical piling equip-
ment, where the height may' be 20 feet or more . In the southern
hardwood region the height averages about 12 feet and in the north -
ern hardwood region about 15 to 18 feet, although in northern yard s
having tramways the height is sometimes 30 feet. Since the general
trend of the air movement in a pile is downward, it is obvious that
the higher the pile the greater will be the difference in drying rat e
between the top and the bottom of the pile. No significant difference
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has been found in a pile 10 feet high, but in a 20-foot pile the differ-
ence is considerable. Thus the advantage of saving yard space by
the use of high piles may be offset' by retardation in the drying rate
and resultant degrade in the lower part of such a pile .

The usual pitch of the front face of a pile toward the alley is abou t
1 inch to the foot of height . Such inclination permits the rai n
to drip from the front face, so that the water is less likely to trickl e
through the pile. The slope of the pile from front to rear is usually
about 1 inch to the tout u length, an amount that permits water
entering the pile from the top or the sides to drain off .

STICKER S

The strips or boards used for separating the layers in a pile are
generally referred to as stickers, and sometimes as crossers . They
are of two kinds : Stock stickers and special stickers . As the name
indicates, stock stickers are boards of the same kind as those bein g
piled . Special stickers, on the other hand, may be of the same or o f
a different species. The usual special sticker for softwoods i s
nominally 1 inch thick by 4 inches wide, and for hardwoods i s
nominally 1 inch thick by 11,4 inches wide . All stickers in the same
layer should be of uniform thickness to minimize warping .

Where the prevention of checking or staining is important, spe-
cial stickers should unquestionably be used . 'With low-grade stock ,
however, the use of stock stickers is justified, not only because the
loss from depreciation is small but also because they permit more
stock to be piled both in a. given space and in less time than when
special stickers are used .

Special stickers should at least be thoroughly air-dry if not kiln -
dry in order to minimize blue stain, decay, and checking in th e
lumber they support. If green stickers are used the portions of th e
boards in contact with them dry out more slowly than do the remain-
ing portions, thus increasing the danger of fungus development an d
at the same time setting up shrinkage stresses that may result i n
checking. Heartwood is preferable to sapwood for stickers becaus e
it does not blue stain and is more resistant to decay .

The number and the position of stickers may have an importan t
bearing on degrade, and these factors, therefore, may vary with th e
species of the wood to be air-dried. For instance, a sufficient num-
ber of stickers is necessary to prevent warping, but too many sticker
tiers may result in blue stain and consequently an unnecessary de-
predation. Usually three tiers of stickers are considered sufficien t
for 16-foot western yellow pine boards, while nine tiers are require d
for red gum boards of the same length . It has been found that i f
special stickers are placed so that their outer sides project beyon d
the ends of a pile of boards the drying rate of the wood covere d
by the stickers is retarded sufficiently to effect a material reductio n
in end checking ; such stickers may be 2 inches wide instead of the
customary 1 1/ . inches. As a rule the stickers should be aligned s o
that the tiers are parallel to the front face of the pile, in order to
minimize warping. Each tier of stickers should be supported directly
by a foundation beam. (Pl. 8 . C. )

Because of the common tendency of the lower part of a pile to dr y
more slowly and to stain more than the upper part and because this

1
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tendency is directly related to the air movement within the pile ,
studies have been made of the effect on drying conditions of using
thicker stickers in the lower third or half of the pile . (Pl. 9, A. )
The results obtained show a very definite advantage for opening u p
part of the pile by this means. On the other hand, if the thicker
stickers were used in the upper part of the pile also, the more rapi d
drying resulting in that portion would in some instances be objec-
tionable because of increased shrinkage defects .

Where the operator does not with to carry two sizes of stickers ,
the desired opening of the pile may be attained simply by doublin g
the stickers, that is, by using two 1-inch stickers, one on top of th e
other, instead of one 2-inch sticker . Further increase in the area o f
horizontal openings to aid circulation within the pile may be pro-
vided, of course, by using still thicker stickers, either solid or built up .

BOARD SPACINGS-FLUES AND CHIMNEY S

Mention has been made of the fact that in the main the air move-
ment in a pile of seasoning lumber is downward . Consequently if
the stock is separated as to width (p . 34), it can be piled with straigh t
flues, which will aid circulation . The width of flue, which is th e
horizontal spacing between boards, can be varied to suit the condi-
tions ; that is,. if the principal cause of degrade is stain, the spacing
between boards should be increased. On the other hand, if check-
ing is the principal defect, the spacing between boards shoul d
be decreased . The disadvantage of this method is that it can be
applied practically only to the entire pile .

More or less arbitrarily, the space between two tiers of boards ma y
be called a flue when it Is less than 6 inches in width . If the space
is 6 inches or more in width, it may be called a chimney or a vent ;
it then may be either straight or tapered. (Pl. 9, B and C . )

If ordinary random-width stock is to be piled, it is good practic e
to provide three or more straight chimneys about 6 inches wide an d
to place the boards in any layer between two chimneys so that adja-
cent edges are in contact or nearly so . In this way the edges of the
boards on each side of a chimney can be placed in approximatel y
vertical alignment .

If very wide random-width stock is to be piled, it may be mor e
practicable to provide one wide, tapered, central chimney tha n
several narrow chimneys .

Where desirable, it is possible, of course, to supplement the effect
of the chimneys by providing increased horizontal openings in the
lower part of the pile, as previously described .

Roors, DRIP BOARDS, AND SHED S

Except for very low-grade stock, some form of pile covering is
advantageous in decreasing depreciation from alternate exposure
to sun and rain, which causes checking and warping . Roofs should
always be made of low-grade material, in order to minimize costs .
The boards in the first layer of the roof may be spaced about one -
half inch apart, and those in the top layer should then be place d
directly over the spaces between the boards in the lower layer . The
roof, if it is tight, should slope about 1 inch to the foot ; if it is
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not tight the slope must be somewhat greater, perhaps 25 per cent:
greater, in order to provide for satisfactory run-off . The roof should _
project about 1 foot at the front and 2 1/2 feet at the rear to aid i n
keeping snow and rain from the ends of the pile . To afford addi-
tional protection, drip boards are sometimes used, as shown in Plat e
6, C. Where it is desired to have the roof project in the manne r
described without using extra-length stock, the sectional construc-
tion shown in Plate 10, A, can be provided. However, more space
than that shown between the roof and the top layer at the rear would
be advisable . In any event this space should be ample to allo w
plenty of air to enter the top of the pile. An average of 5 inches .
is considered sufficient for this purpose .

In a• windy location the roof should be fastened to the pile b y
wiring or equivalent means .

END PROTECTION

PROJECTING STICKERS AND SUN SHIELD S

Reference has been made to the fact that if special stickers ar e
placed so that they project beyond the ends of the boards in the
layer below them, they will retard the drying rate in those ends
and thus decrease end-checking. In thick stock the protection af-
forded by projecting stickers may be very inadequate, and in thi s
event sun shields may be useful . Plate 10, B, illustrates the use o f
boards for sun protection, and a convenient type of portable sun
shield is shown at the left in Plate 10, C .

COATINGS

Coatings for reducing changes in the moisture content of wood.
are another means of protection against end checking. Such coat-
ings should be applied before checking begins . Paraffine is one ma-
terial that may be used for this purpose . It. should be melted so that
the stock can be end-dipped in it and thus given a coating about on e
thirty-second of an inch thick. Another coating material, which
may be applied with a brush and which is more convenient to use ,
since it need not be heated, is filled hardened gloss oil . It is made
up by paint manufacturers . Various kinds-of hardened gloss oi l
are on the market, some of which are not suitable for end coatings .
Hardened gloss oil having a high degree of resistance to the passage
of moisture consists of 1(10 parts, by weight, of rosin, 8 parts o f
quicklime, and 57 .5 parts of a. thinner, such as mineral spirits. Filled
hardened gloss oi1 11 is made by mixing 25 pasts, by weight, o f
fibrous talc, 25 parts of barytes, and 100 parts of hardened gloss
oil ; the purpose of the inert pigment. is to increase the moisture
resistance .

END PILING

End piling for seasoning, whichis illustrated in Plate 11, is use d
to a limited extent in piling sap gum in the drier sections of th e
southern hardwood region . Thick, clear lumber in the sugar-pin e

16 A list of the dealers from whom the component materials may be purchased can be
obtained, upon application, from the Forest Products Laboratory .

t



Some methods of piling.other then-flat k, Lumber end piled on a solid wooden platform. An open
foundation for eachpile;raise: a ! at'oh more above the ground, would afford better air movement
around the bottom of the pile ; B, a rack for the end piling of lumber ; C, yard lumber end racked
in the form of an X
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PLATE 1 3

Piling of bundled dimension stock : A, Twine-bound bundles of dimension stock piled in the open ;
B, wire-bound and twine-bound bundles of dimension stock having stickers between courses, an d
also twine-bound solid bundles, all with stickers separating layers of bundles
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Self-stickered 1½,-inch square dimension stock piled under cover : A, A well-stickered pile; B, a well-
built foundation, with careless stickering



..

Dimension stock piled for immediate and for ultimate economy
: A, Lap-piled flat dimension stock ;

B, a general view of an ogen, shed shelterioe. dimension stock during seasoning
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PLATE 1 6

Railway crossties piled for air seasoning : A, Solid piling with 11 by 11 layers ; B, a common form o f
open piling ; the illustration shows 10 by 1 layers
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region of California is also occasionally end piled under shelter .
End-piled lumber in a seasoning yard is virtually the same thin g
as lumber fiat piled in the ordinary manner and then tipped up on
end . Although the term "end piling" is also used in kiln drying ,
the piling method is different 17 and, further, end piling in finis h
sheds is customarily done without the stickers that are essential fo r
green lumber . Just as in flat piling, care should be taken in placin g
the stickers for end piling so as to avoid warping and end checking ,
and in providing proper flues or chimneys in the pile .

Some operators in the lower Mississippi Valley maintain that end
piling permits the lumber to dry faster than flat piling does. In a
certain yard the lumber is end piled for about 15 days, until the
surface is dry enough to prevent the development of blue stain, an d
is then flat piled. In other Mississippi Valley yards the lumber is lef t
end piled until dry. On the other hand, in a yard in which the dry-
ing conditions are typical of those in the Appalachian region, end
piling was found so unsatisfactory that it has been discarded in spit e
of the loss involved in tearing down the expensive supports i t
requires.

END RACKING

There are two common methods of end racking yard lumber. One
may be designated as the X form and the other as the inverted- V
form . (Pls. 11, C, and 12, A.) Less warping and end checking ar e
likely to occur in the inverted-V form than in the other form and
the inverted V is therefore preferred. Another advantage of thi s
method is that stain, if it occurs, is most likely to be at the inter -
section of the boards, and a smaller loss from trimming results i f
this defect is near the end than if it is near the middle .

The upper support shown in. Plate 12, B, rests on posts brace d
longitiudinally and laterally, and the lower ends of the boards res t
on planks on the ground . Better drying would probably be secure d
in the lower portions of the boards if they were supported a foo t
or more above the ground .

The statements previously made (p. 33) concerning the firmness ,
durability, species, and preservative treatment of wood foundation s
for flat-piled lumber apply likewise to the supports for the end rack -
ing or the end piling of lumber .

It is obvious that the air can circulate much more freely aroun d
end-racked than around flat-piled lumber, especially in the vertica l
direction, and this fact accounts for the more rapid drying tha t
occurs with end racking. After being end racked for from two days
to two weeks, stock is usually dry enough to prevent blue stain unles s
it again becomes wet.. When the work is done properly end rackin g
is desirable where stock is especially subject to blue stain. The total
length of time tiei . tock is end racked depends on the weather ;
3 to 10 days is a usual range. It should be long enough to permi t
the drying necessary to prevent blue stain and the stock should then
be flat piled immediately to keep warping and checking to a
minimum.

The species of wood most commonly end racked are sap gum ,
yellowipoplar, and magnolia .

17 See footnote 4 .
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CRIB PILIN G

Occasionally lumber is crib piled . Such a pile, which is in the
form of a hollow triangle, permits rapid drying, but it has the dis_
advantage of requiring excessive space and the method is liable t o
result in considerable degrade because of checking, staining, and th e
warping that comes from lack of support .

DIMENSION STOCK ' "

DEFINITION OF DIMENSION STOCK

Dimension stock is the wood stock of the different sizes and shape s
required by wood-using industries in the manufacture of fabricated
articles, such as furniture and turnings. It varies in thickness from
one-half to 6 inches, in width from one-half to 8 inches, and involve s
lengths up to 8 feet . Most of the stock, however, consists of size s
less than 3 inches square, or the equivalent in cross-sectional area, an d
less than 4 feet in length .

To facilitate handling, it is more or less common practice to bundle
the smaller sizes .

SOLID BUNDLES

A pile of solid bundles is shown in Plate 13, A . Although the
sticks within each bundle are in close contact, the bundles are sep-
arated by stickers. This method of bundling is rapid, and it prob-
ably holds small squares straighter than when stickers are use d
within the bundles. If the stock is susceptible to stain, however ,
this defect is almost certain to develop .

STICKERED BUNDLES

Stickered bundles are shown in the upper part of Plate 13, B . In
this type of bundle the air may circulate more freely over each stic k
so that the rate and uniformity of drying will be better than in a .
solid bundle. In some species and sizes, however, the tendency to
warp is so marked that the resulting degrade is excessive ; the amount
of the loss involved seems to indicate that in such cases the stoc k
might better be dried in the board or plank form ; the lumber could
then be recut to any desired size .

COB PILES

In a cob pile the stock is not bundled but is stickered with itsel f
in about the same manner as that of the piles shown in Plate 14 ,
except that the number of pieces in a layer is the same for all layers .
Cob piling permits a larger amount of stock to be stored in a given
space, but it is conducive to slow drying.

STOCK STICKERS OR SPECIAL STICKER S

The choice of the kind of sticker involves a compromise amon g
economy of space, drying time, and degrade . Obviously, the thin-
ner the sticker the more the stock that can be piled in a given space ,
and within limits, the thicker the sticker the faster will be the dry-
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ing rate. The most desirable drying rate will vary with the specie s
of wood and the size of stock ; it depends upon whether the domi-
nant defect is likely to be. checking or staining. The use of specia l
stickers offers a flexibility in piling, not only in different piles bu t
also within the same pile, that may prove advantageous at times .
Further, special stickers can be previously dried, so that the sap -
wood in contact with the stickers will be less liable to blue stain .

Plate 14, A, is an example of good piling practice where self-
stickering is required. The placing of stickers at the ends of the
stock and the vertical alignment . of stickers are points to be particu-
larly noted because of their tendency to reduce end checking an d
warping. With squares that. are likely to surface check it may b e
advantageous to minimize this defect by placing each piece so tha t
the quarter-sawed surfaces are horizontal ; that is, in direct contact
with the stickers . The plain-sawed surfaces, of course, are then
vertical, and the adjacent surfaces of all squares in the same laye r
are close together. By this means the drying of the plain-sawed
surfaces may be retarded sufficiently to reduce checking . Ordinarily
the danger of checking of quarter-sawed surfaces is negligible .

LAP PILING

Plate 15, A, illustrates a piling method sometimes used for fla t
stock. Each successive piece overlaps the one below it, so that onl y
two tiers of stickers, one at each end of the pile, are required .

SEASONING SHED S

Even though stock of a given species may not be subject to blu e
stain, it may, if exposed to the sun and the rain, become so badl y
weather stained that the discoloration will not be taken off in ma-
chining. With high-grade stock, therefore, seasoning in a shed suc h
as that illustrated in Plate 15, B, may be profitable . As with un-
sheltered lumber, the foundations should be firm, durable, and high
enough to afford adequate circulation of a i r under the piles .

LATH

Apparently one of the most satisfactory methods of piling lat h
for air seasoning consists in placing the bundles about 8 inche s
apart on 2 by 4 inch stickers . The lowest layer of bundles is sup-
ported about a foot above the ground, and a tight roof is provided .
Such a method is not entirely satisfactory, however, for in dam p
weather, the laths near the middle of a bundle, which usually consists
of 50, dry so slowly that they blue stain . In one instance, after ai r
seasoning for 32 days in early fall, the average moisture-conten t
values of a lath from the outside and of one from the center of a
bundle were 17 and 182 per cent, D sficctivei•;i The lath of high
moisture content was heavily blue stained throughout its length ; the
other one was bright . The difficulty in preventing blue stain in lat h
is probably greater than with a timber of the same size as a bundl e
of lath, because, if the surface of the timber is dried quickly enoug h
to prevent the stain from getting a foothold, the inside is likely t o
he free from attack. On the other hand, fungous spores can easily
enter the interior of a bundle of lath .
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Blue stain in the air seasoning of lath may perhaps be reduced,
possibly through a modification of the method of bundling o r
through chemical dips, but at present the only positive means know n
for preventing the development of blue stain in lath, as in lumber, is
artificial drying .

RAILWAY CROSSTIE S

METHODS OF PILING

The general principles involved in preventing decay and check-
ing of lumber are applicable likewise to railway crossties and othe r
timbers . The tie problem, however, is somewhat more complicate d
than the lumber problem because of the larger size of the indi-
vidual piece. Thus, the naturally slower drying rate of the interio r
of crossties, as compared with that of boards and planks, is con-
ducive to the development of decay in untreated ties . Further,
the greater difference in drying rate between the inside and the out -
side of a crosstie tends to cause a larger amount of checking . On
the other hand, more checking is permissible in crossties .than in
lumber of the upper grades, and uniform drying throughout is no t
required, since in general only the outer part of the tie is treate d
with preservative, and the primary purpose in seasoning such tint -
hers is to make them take a satisfactory preservative treatment .

Plate 16, A, illustrates the 11 by 11 method of solid-piling ; the ties
in each successive layer are at right angles to those in the layer be-
neath . With this method, surface checking is not so likely to
occur, because of the relatively slow drying resulting from ver y
slow circulation of air through the pile . The method may be use d
safely only where there is practically no danger of decay, and i n
practice is used chiefly for treated ties .

Another type of pile, known as the 10 by 1 form, is shown in Plate
16, B . Because of the more open character of this pile, more rapid
drying may occur, with an increased amount of checking and a
decreased amount of decay resulting . Somewhat more rapid dryin g
may be expected from still more open piling like the . 7 by 2, and
similar kinds .

Special stickers to separate the layers of crossties have been use d
in exceptional cases.

The particular method of piling best adapted to any given sea-
soning yard depends upon such factors as species of wood, yard site ,
and weather conditions, and on whether the dominant defect is decay
or checking. In one yard where drying conditions are especiall y
favorable and the species of wood involved, lodgepole pine, is not
very refractory, surprisingly good results are said to be obtained b y
piling the ties in rows like cordwood, all pieces being parallel . At
each end of each row a crib or a solid pile is erected .

The lowest layer of ties sometimes rests directly on the ground .
This practice generally is objectionable because it is liable to resul t
in slow drying and decay . To avoid this difficulty, it is advisable t o
pile the lowest layer on treated stringers a foot or more above th e
ground .

Crosstie piles may be 10 to 16 feet high, the spacing betwee n
adjacent ties varying from less than 1 inch up to 1 inches . A few
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companies are erecting piles 30 feet high or more . Often the piles
are erected in rows 30 or 40 feet long, with practically no space be-
tween piles. The rows, however, are spaced 3 to 5 feet apart .

END COATINGS

Although the use of coatings to prevent the end checking of cross-
ties has not been investigated extensively, it seems quite possible tha t
a nioisture-re.tardaitt coating, such as roofing pitch or as the filled
hardened gloss oil referred to on page 40, may prove advantageou s
in the seasoning of cross-ties as ~veil as in that of lumber . To secure
the maximum benefit, the coating should be applied before the ti e
has begun to check. The foregoing relates to the problem from th e
standpoint of checking only . One operator reports satisfactory
results from brush treating the ends of crossties with hot creosot e
in order to prevent decay ; the spots where other ties cross a ti e
should also be brush treated .

ANTICHECKING IRONS

Two forms of irons designed to hold the ends of crossties intact
against checking are in more or less common use ; they are known
respectively as crinkle irons and S-irons . Which of the two to use
appears to be more or less a matter of individual preference.

SEASONING PERIODS

The seasoning time allowed for crossties by different operators
varies considerably with the species of wood, as shown in Table 4 .
The methods of piling, ranging in some instances from 10 by 1 to 1 0
by 10 for the same species in the same region, appear to vary wit h
the personal preference of the individual operator . The seasoning
periods for the same species also show considerable variation, even
after allowing for the natural difference between summer and winter
rates of seasoning . Of course differences in local conditions, such a s
wind and humidity, often require great differences in seasoning
periods, yet even these factors fail to account for all the variations .

TA11LE 4 .Summary of seasoning periods employed by different treating plants
for railway crossties of various specie s

Species of wood

	

Region

	

Method of piling Time of seasoning 1 )

Beech	

Birch, yellow	

Douglas fir, coast 	

Douglas fir, mountain	

Atlantic coast	
, Lake States	
Atlantic coast	
Lake States	
.---•do	
Rocky Mountains	
--- - do	
----do	P acific coast	
. -- -do	
---do	Rocky Mountains	

	

9 by 1	 •	

	

10 by 4	

	

9 by 1	

	

8 by 4	

	

10 by 4	

	

`10 by 1	
	 do	

	

10 by

	

10	

	

•---- do	
	 do	

	

10 by 1		 do	

	

10 by

	

10	

5 to 8 months .
8 to 12 months .
5 to 8 months .
6 months .
8 to 12 months .

110 to 12 months .
6 to 7 rnontns .
6 months.
3 months .
6 months .
10 to 12 months .
9 to 12 months .
About 6 months.
1 to 1% months .

1 When periods of different 16ngth are given for the same species the shorter ones include the summe r
months .
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TABLE 4.-Summary of seasoning periods employed by' different treating plants
for railway cross ties of various species-Continued

Species of wood Region Method of piling Time of seasonin g

Hemlock, eastern	 Lake States	 10 by 4	 8 to 12 months .
Hemlock, western	 Rocky Mountains	 8 by 4	 12 months .
Larch, western	 	 do	

810 by 1	
110 by 4	

19 to 12 months .

Maple	
Atlantic coast	
Lake States	

9 by I	
10 byyo4	

t _$ months ,
6

in

	

o,s .

	

-
-- ----- 6

	

12 months .
Oak, red	 do	 do	

10 by 10	
12 months .
8 months .

Oak, white	 Middle West	 	 do ..	 14 to 18 months.
Pine, lodgepole	 Rocky Mountains	 do	 6 to 8 months .

Pine, southern yellow	 --- - do	Atlantic coast	
10 by 1	
8 by 1	

12 months .
3 to 4months.

Pine, western yellow	
Rocky Mountains	

do	
10 by 1	
9 by 1	

6 months .
8 to 12 months .

Spruce, Engelmann	
8 by 4	
10 by 10	

3 to 4 months.
6 months .

`--- -do	 do	 8 to 10 months .

POLES

METHODS OF PILIN G

In some cases green boles are piled so high and so close together
that seasoning is greatly retarded, especially when the lowest laye r
rests directly on the ground . In order to hasten the drying rate
one large producer of poles has developed the method of piling show n
in Plate 17. The piers and beams, which are creosoted, suppor t
the lowest layer of poles about 2 feet above the ground . Succes-
sive layers of poles are separated by treated stickers about 4 inche s
thick. A chimney 2 feet wide is left in the middle of the pile fro m
bottom to top . The poles, in this case southern yellow pine, ar e
seasoned about two months during the summer or four months
during the winter, prior to preservative treatment ; in some parts of
the United States a seasoning period of four to six months or eve n
more is considered desirable . The time permissible is determined
largely by decay conditions .

SEASONING PERIOD S

Table 5 gives the reported seasoning periods allowed for air sea-
soning of poles of several species from the green condition to th e
average moisture-content values indicated .

TABLE 5.-Time allowed for air-seasoning poles of western red and northern
white cedar and the final moisture-content values

Species Locality Top di- Time o f
season-

Final
moistureameter mg conten t

Western red cedar	 Idaho	
Inche s

7
Years

3
Per cen t

1 5
Do	 	 do	 7' 1 2 1

Northern white cedar	 Wisconsin	 7y 2 2 7

Figure 11 shows air-seasoning curves for chestnut poles in a Mary -
land yard. In this case the final moisture content, although satis-
factory, was so high that only a negligible amount of shrinkag e
had occurred.
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TIMBERS

METHODS OF PILIN G

It has been common practice to bulk pile timbers unprotected, as
shown in Plate 18, A. This practice has resulted in heavy losse s
on account of stain and decay, especially if the timbers were expose d
to rain for some time just before being loaded into vessels for lon g
ocean shipment. Some operators, however, are now finding tha t
the cost of properly storing timbers on stickers and under an open
shed is well repaid ; the timbers are so stored that they have oppor-
tunity to dry considerably, at least on the surface . (PI. 18, B. )

END COATING S

As with lumber and crossties, the use of moisture-retardant coat-
ings to prevent checks in timbers may be advantageous (p . 40) .

90

400

	

40

	

60

	

/20

	

/60

	

200

	

240

	

28o

	

32o

Time of season/nq (days)
FIGURE 11.-Air-seasoning curves for chestnut poles cut at different times of the year

DRYING DATA

The drying curves for 12 by 12 inch by 24 foot southern yellow
pine and Douglas fir timbers, air seasoned in an open shed for tw o
years at Madison, Wis ., appear in Figures 12 and 13 ; these are
species commonly used for structural timbers. The timbers wer e
piled on 2 by 4 inch stickers and were paced 2 to 3 inches apart .
The retarding effect of winter weather conditions on the dryin g
rate is very evident.

Daring July, 1922, the precipitation was 53 per cent above normal ,
and the sunshine was 18 per cent below normal . On the contrary,
in October, 1922, the precipitation was 73 per cent below normal an d
the sunshine was 33 per cent .above': `''These conditions appear to be
reflected in the curves (fig . 12), which show more nearly unifor m
seasoning during the period July to October than would ordinaril y
be expected. Likewise, the relatively slow seasoning rate of the
Douglas fir timbers during March, 1923 (fig . 12, B), is probably
attributable to the fact that during that month the temperature was
19 per cent below normal and the precipitation was 87 per cen t
above.

360
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POSTS AND CORDWOOD I
Posts and cordwood are often piled solidly, all pieces being parallel .

This method of course is most liable to produce decay and least liabl e
to produce checking . More rapid drying is likely to result if th e
pieces are piled in the form of a hollow square, the so-called log -
cabin style. This method is liable to bring about an increase in the
amount of checking } but with cordwood checking is not objection -
able ; the cnie,r disadvantage of the method is that it requires a great
deal of space. A modified log-cabin piling gives almost as goo d
results and occupies much less space . In the modified method th e
pile is self-stickered, each la er resting on single pieces at opposit e
ends of the pile . (Pl. 19, A.

laiTer resting on single pieces at opposit e
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FIGURE 12.-Air-seasoning curves for southern yellow pine heartwood timber s

12 inches square by 24 feet long, seasoned in an open shed . The stickers were
2 by 4 inch and the timbers in each layer were spaced 2 to 3 inches apart

COOPERAGE
STAVES

The piling of staves in the form of a hollow square to secur e
rapid drying is shown in Plate 19, B . With this method of piling,
90 days is ordinarily required to air season 2-inch staves satisfac-
torily. The staves are half-lapped, so that the weight of the uppe r
ones does not tend to change the desired curvature of those support-
ing weight .

HEADING

A method of open piling, which is particularly adapted to head-
ing, is shown in Plate 20, A. Here the pieces are piled approxi-
mately in the form of a hollow cylinder . In some instances the
top of the pile is built up in the form of a cone for the purpose o f
providing some protection against rain .

VENEER

Only a relatively small amount of veneer is air seasoned . Most
of it is dried either in standard dry kilns or in special mechanica l
driers .
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Common practice and good practice in temporary storage : A, Lumber and timbers, in
temporary storage, bulk piled unprotected in a loading yard ; B, timbers stored tempo-
rarily on stickers and under protection from rain and , snow, in order to obtain rapid
seasoning for the purpose of reducing the likelihood of stain and decay developing durin g
long water shipment
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PLATE 1 9

Two kinds of open piling : A, Fence posts piled for air seasoning in a modified log-cabi n
method ; B, sawed staves piled in the form of a hollow square in order to obtain rapid ai r
seasoning
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A, Oak barrel-heading stock piled for air seasoning in the form of a hollow cylinder ; B, thick veneer
stock end piled for air seasoning under a double roof ; C, veneer stock flat piled for air seasoning
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Two methods of piling thick veneer for air seasoning are show n
in Plate 20, B and C . In the first method the courses of veneer
are stacked on end, sepzirated by stickers, and are given some pro-
tection from sun and rain by a roof . One modification of this
method was observed in which the stickers were vertical and th e
pieces of veneer were racked on edge. In the second method the
veneer is flat piled on stickers in a manner similar to that in which
boards are commonly piled . A third method is to suspend the sheets .

DRYING RATES AND FINAL MOISTURE CONTEN T

EFFECT OF CLIMATE

As already explained (p. 17), temperature and humidity affec t
both the drying rate and the equilibrium moisture content of wood .
From this it follows that a hot, dry climate, such for example a s
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FIGURE 13.-Air-seasoning curves for Douglas fir heartwood timbers 12 inche s

square by 24 feet long, seasoned in an open shed, The stickers were 2 by 4
inch and the timbers in each layer were spaced 2 to 3 inches apart

that which prevails in the Southwest, is much more conducive t o
a rapid drying rate and lower final moisture content than, fo r
instance, is the damp climate of the redwood region of California .

EFFECT OF SEASON OF YEA R

The influence of summer and of winter conditions on the dryin g
rate and the final moisture content of wood is clearly shown in Fig-
Ares 12 and 13, which have been discussed previously . In arothrr:, :
instance some 1-inch birch boards were air seasoned from the gree n
condition to a moisture content of 15 per cent in about six weeks
during the summer, but during the fall they absorbed moisture, an d
by December 1 the moisture content had increased to 20 per cent .

EFFECT OF SPECIES OF WOO D

Some species of wood differ markedly in their rates of drying .
In northern Wisconsin, for example, 1-inch basswood is reported t o
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dry in about one month less time than 1-inch maple does . Themaximum difference in the final moisture-content values of 1-inch
boards of the various common species, however, is probably not mor ethan 2 per cent when the boards are subjected to the same air-season-
ing conditions for a time sufficient to bring them to equilibrium con _
ditions.

EFFECT OF THICKNESS

Some 2-inch southern swamp white oak planking required 270 days
to air season from 70 to 23 per cent moisture content at Madison,
Wis. Under similar conditions the corresponding drying time for
41h-inch oak wagon bolsters was 464 days . After 379 days of sea-
soning the final average moisture content of the 2-inch plank wa s
16 per cent and after 710 days the corresponding moisture content o f
the 4½-inch bolsters was 19 per cent . Records for certain wester n
softwoods indicate that 1-inch stock may air season in half the time
required by 2-inch stock of the same species . An approximate rul e
appears to be that the rate of air seasoning for different thicknesse s
of stock of a given species ranges from the proportion

R, _ Ti
R2- T2

to the proportion R 3
R4

VT-3
T4

in which the T's represent respective thicknesses and the R's represent
respectively the corresponding drying rates. The rule applies to
thicknesses not less than 1 inch and not exceeding 41/2 inches .

Data sufficient to show the effect of air seasoning on the equilibriu m
moisture content of stock of different thicknesses are not available .
In a series of experiments on partially air-dry white ash, however ,
the pieces were exposed in a room at approximately 80° F. and 90
per cent relative humidity. The 1-inch stock then absorbed mois-
ture up to an average value of 23.8 per cent, while the 3½-inch
stock reached a moisture content of 23 .3 per cent under the same
conditions . When the stock was dried in a chamber at 120° an d
28 per cent relative humidity, the corresponding moisture-content
values of the 1-inch and the 3½-inch pieces were 5.8 and 6.5 per cent,
respectively . So far as white ash is concerned, therefore, it appears
from the foregoing that thickness has a negligible effect on equi-
librium moisture content under the constant conditions noted . On
the other hand, if the stock were exposed where the temperatur e
and the humidity fluctuated through a considerable range and re-
mained uniform only for brief periods, the effect on the moistur e
content of the interior of a thick piece might be reduced . Conse-
quently, the average equilibrium moisture content of a thick piec e
might remain higher (or lower) than that of a thin piece of th e
same wood in localities where the weather changes frequently .

EFFECT OF SAPWOOD AND OF HEARTWOO D

The curves in Figure 14 indicate the change in moisture conten t
of loblolly pine cross arms, both sapwood and heartwood . Initially
the sapwood cross arms had about twice as much moisture as the
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heartwood, but at the end of five weeks both had reached the sam e
moisture content . At the end of six months the moisture content
of the sapwood was 23 per cent, while that of the heartwood wa s
31 per cent . If the experiment had been continued for another six
months, it is probable that the difference in moisture content woul d
have been much smaller . With some species the upper grades con-
tain more sapwood than heartwood, and in order to secure the most
rapid drying rate for such grades it may be advantageous to segre-
gate them from the lower grades .

EFFECT OF LOCALITY OF GROWTH

Data covering the comparative air-seasoning rates of drying an d
the final moisture-content values of boards cut from trees of a give n
species, grown in different localities, are not available. In kiln
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FIGURE 14.-Air-seasoning curves for loblolly pine cross arms of heartwood and o f
sapwood, 3 1/4 by 4 1/4 inches by 10 feet

drying, however, it has been found that southern swamp white oak
dries much more slowly than northern highland white oak does. It
seems probable that a similar difference would exist if the two kind s
of stock were air dried, and'- al,, th'*_. +be difference in equilibrium
moisture content would be of no practical importance .

EFFECT OF YARD LOCATION AND ARRANGEMEN T

In Louisiana are two hardwood yards owned by the same company
and located about 10 miles apart . One is at a slightly lower eleva-
tion than the other and is surrounded with trees, which tend to re -
duce the air movement through it . This yard is approximately
square, while the other one is relatively long and narrow, with it s
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long dimension across the direction of the prevailing wind . As
would be expected, the conditions in the square yard result in a
slower drying rate than do those in the narrow one.

In another Louisiana. hardwood yard piles of various lengths wer e
located side by side under conditions the same except for pile length
and relative position . It was noticed that where a 10-foot pile wa s
to leeward of a 16-foot pile, the circulation through the short pil e
was retarded sufli .t!, - by +tie - obstructing pile to cause more blu e
stain in it than in the obstructing one. In addition to the retarded
circulation, the slower drying of the 10-foot pile may in some meas-
ure have been caused by a higher humidity resulting from th e
moisture carried over from the windward pile . Although actual
data in this instance are not available, it is probable that the fina l
moisture content of the 10-foot pile was appreciably higher than
that of the 16-foot pile .

Although the two cases just cited were in a particular locality, th e
factors mentioned are likely to have an important effect on the ai r
seasoning of lumber in other regions .

SELECTION OF THE PILING METHO D

The effect of piling methods in reducing check, blue stain, an d
decay has been discussed in a previous section . Further, the point
has been made that a piling method that permits rapid (frying i s
liable to cause checking, and also that too slow drying is conduciv e
to the development of blue stain and decay . The various factors
that bear on the choice of a piling method are summarized in Table 6 .

TABLE 6.-Piling methods that minimize the occurrence of the more commo n
air-seasoning defects

Procedure for reducing the occurrence of-
Location of defect

Blue stain and decay

	

Chocking

	

Warping

li
f

1

Use stickers of unifor m
thickness, properly
aligned and sup-
ported, and suffi-
cient in number .

Throughout the pil e

The lower part o f
the pile only .

Raise the foundations . •
Increase the spacing be-

tween boards and between
piles .

Provide one central flared
chimney or a series o f
narrow chimneys .

Use thicker, narrower stick-
ers .

Narrow the piles .

Provide short chimneys
(one-third or one-hal f
height of pile) .

Use thicker stickers in the
lower part of the pile .

Lower the foundations .
Decrease the spacing be-

tween boards and between
piles .

Use thinner, narrower stick-
ers .

Place the end stickers so
that they project beyon d
the ends of the pile .

Use end coatings and anti-
checking irons .

SPECIAL TREATMENT S

PRELIMINARY STEAMING

The usual object of steaming lumber before it is piled in the yar d
is to heat the stock so that when it is piled outdoors the surface
will dry rapidly to the point at which blue-stain fungi can no t
develop . This point, according to present information, is approxi -
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mately 20 per cent moisture content .. If the lumber is exposed t o
danip weather immediately after the steaming process, however ,
the desired drying can not occur, and consequently stain is likel y
to result . Similarly, the desired drying does not occur if the stoc k
is handled improperly immediately after the period of steaming ; the
stock must . be open piled just as soon as it. is cool enough. Pre-
liminary steaming at 180° F . and 100 per cent relative humidity fo r
four lours per inch of thickness is effective also in killing any fung i
already present in the green stock . "

Preliminary steaming for the foregoing purposes is advantageou s
with the sapwoods of reel gum, poplar, and magnolia . On the other
hand, such steaming is very detrimental with such woods as cypres s
and oak, because of their marked tendency to check .

It is common practice to steam the sapwood of black walnut so
that its color will be darkened and will more nearly resemble tha t
of the heartwood .

DIPPIN G

Many southern yellow pine mills have equipment for dipping
green lumber in a solution of a chemical, such as sodium carbonate or
sodium bicarbonate., or a mixture of such chemicals . This treatment
appears to reduce the danger of blue stain during subsequent air
seasoning . The exact nature of the action of the alkaline chemica l
is not definitely understood, but the alkali is supposed to counterac t
the wood acids that are favorable to the development of blue stain .
In dry weather a 4 per cent water solution and in damp weather a n
S per cent. water solution of sodium carbonate is considered satis-
factory ; the corresponding figures for sodium bicarbonate are 5 .5
and 11 per cent, respectively . With either alkali the solution should
be kept at 110 0 F . The concentration and the temperature of th e
solution appear to be important factors in securing the best resuults ;
these factors may change materially during use of the dip, an d
hence should be observed frequently . When necessary they should
be returned to their proper values .

At some mills the green chains carry the boards to and from th e
dipping tank, while at others the boards are conveyed on dollie s
from the green chain to the dipping tank .

Both spraying and dipping are used also for southern yellow
pine timber. Dipping only is occasional in several lumber regions .

STORAGE OF DRY LUMBE R

GENERAL

Previous discussion in this bulletin has emphasized the importanc e
of having the moisture content of lumber suitable for the use reo»i e- _
ments of the stock . Obviously the moisture content of stockxas` it
is placed in service is affected by the practice of the manufacturer ,
the wholesaler, the retailer, the fabricator, and the contractor . Any
one of these five can undo to some extent the good work of th e
others . It will avail little, for example, to have the first four fol-
low correct practice if the last one then nullifies their results b y

15 Further details are given in Department Circular 421 (3) .
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subjecting such items as flooring, doors, window frames, and -sas h
to weather conditions. Ordinary atmospheric conditions cause a n
increase in the moisture content of lumber properly dried for in-
terior use, and then shrinkage occurs when the heating system of
the completed building is put into operation . Cracks in floors and
around windows and doors certainly are not an asset in maintain-
ing satisfaction in the use of lumber, and neither are warne d
doors .

On the other hand, if the manufacturer dries the lumber im-
properly any or all of the others who handle it can improve th e
moisture condition of the stock considerably by means of heate d
storage. The retailer or the fabricator, for instance, can largel y
and sometimes completely correct through heated storage any im-
proper moisture treatment by the manufacturer or the wholesaler .
Purchase specifications, which should be employed, will place defi-
nitely the responsibility for final results that is now divided a t
random among all those who contribute to the finished product .

OPEN YARDS

Since in most regions there is considerable difference betwee n
summer and winter values of equilibrium moisture content, it ma y
be advantageous in some cases to bulk pile in the yard stock tha t
has become thoroughly air-dry during the summer, in order to pre -
vent or to reduce the absorption of moisture during the winter . If,
however, the locality under consideration is subject to heavy snows
or driving rains, a better practice is to allow the stock to remain o n

':tickers . In either case a tight roof should be provided .

SHEDS

Piling stock within a shelter obviously affords it protection bette r
than the best possible in an open yard . In Plate 21, A and B, ar e
shown the exterior and interior of a shed adapted to flat bulk piling .

Some of the studies previously referred to in this bulletin hav e
indicated the reasons for variation in the moisture content of lumber
when it is taken from the yard . Other studies have indic'atcd_ th e
range in moisture content of air-dried and of kiln-dried softwoods ;
when the average moisture content is the same, the range is greater
for the kiln dried than for the air dried.

Additional data pertaining to certain softwood sawmills are avail -
able to show that, if the stock is bulk piled in a closed storage shed ,
the range in moisture content can be materially reduced . For in-
stance, numerous moisture-content values determined for certain
grades of kiln-dried softwood flooring ranged from about 2 to 30
per cent, with an average of 7 .1 per cent . After being bulk piled fo r
30 days in partly open sheds the range was from about 2 .5 to 16.5
per cent, with an average of 8 .5 per cent. Further, the increase i n
moisture content of lumber in sheds may be less than if the stock i s
stored in yards. Incidentally, an added . advantage of bulk piling
in a closed shed is that the lumber is kept cleaner than when it i s
exposed to rain and dust.
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HEATED STORAGE

If, after air seasoning or kiln drying, it is necessary to prevent
an increase in moisture content, the desired result can be accom-
plished by bulk piling or by open piling the stock in a heated build-
ing. The same means may be employed also to reduce moistur e
content . When this result is desired the stock should be piled on
stickers rather than bulk piled, if the duration of the storage perio d
is to he minimized . Such a method of drying is particularly suit -
able where dry kilns or skilled operators are not available . It is
also advantageous where a high degree of refinement in the quality
of the finished product is necessary. Such excellence is essential ,
for instance, in fine handwork and in instruments of precision. Wit h
articles like jewel boxes, level rods, and slide rules, for example, i n
which nicety of construction, appearance, and service are prime re-
quisites, the cost of drying the. material properly is negligible i n
comparison with the value of the finished product .

As an offset to the saving in time that would be obtained by kil n
drying. the simplicity of equipment and operation of heated storag e
may in some cases prove an important consideration . Probably it
is feasible to maintain or even to attain a considerable range of de -
sired moisture-content values, corresponding- to certain relative hu-
midities, simply by controlling the temperature, which in most case s
would probably be from 50° to 1 .11O° F . ; the relative humidity of th e
air, and in consequence the moisture content of the stock, woul d
decrease as the temperature increased .

Gas-burning or oil-burning equipment is a convenient boiler ac-
cessory for heated storage, especially on those days when heat i s
required to control the moisture content of the lumber and for n o
other purpose .

Plate 22 illustrates a, portion of the interior of a heated bric k
building in use by a wholesale distributor of hardwood and softwood
lumber. Plate 22, C, shows the arrangement of the wall radiators ,
and Plate 22, A and B, indicate the method of bulk piling hardwoo d
flooring about 3 inches above the concrete floor and with an oc-
casional layer of stickers to stabilize the pile . If at all feasible to
do so, it would be better to pile the stock at right angles to the
position shown and several feet from the wall radiators . Such a
change in the position of the pile would permit air to circulate mor e
readily under the pile and toward the radiators, thus keeping the
lower layers of stock drier and at the same time preventing over -
drying of the ends of the boards . This building stores both air-drie d
and kiln-dried, stock ; for a. quality product, heated storage is desir-
able from every point of view.

ADDITIQ

	

-AILS

SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND WEIGHT OF WOOD

In the last three columns of Table 3 are given the average spe-
cific gravity (based on oven-dry weight and green volume) and th e
weight per cubic foot of green wood and of wood at about l per
cent moisture content for clear samples of various species gro, ing
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in the United States. Because . of variations . in the actual size of
pieces of lumber of the same nominal size and for other similar rea-
sons the figures can not be used to calculate accurately the reduc -
tion in weight of lumber during seasoning . They are useful, how-
ever, in making rough estimates of this factor .

CHANGE IN MOISTURE CONTENT OF LUMBER DURING RAIL
TRANSIT

Studies' on carload shipments of air-dry western white pine an d
white fir from 'the Inland Empire" to the Chicago territory have
shown negligible changes in moisture content during transit .. The
moisture-content values at the time of shipment ranged from 15 t o
22 per cent and the changes in moisture content during transi t
ranged from a gain of 0 .2 to a loss of 2 .4 per cent, the change i n
most cases being less than 2 per cent . The conclusion was reached
that' if stock at a satisfactory moisture content is loaded into a
tight box car, the stock will reach its destination in practically th e
same moisture condition .
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Storage of seasoned lumber under shelter : A, The exteriui u a m.o .: . s;ied suitable for air-seasoned
lumber, showing its one open side ; B, a 'part of the interior of the same well-built shed . Thelumber is bulk piled flat on stringers, with heavy stickers separating successive piles; additional
stringers at the ends of the piles might be better practice than the small number now use d
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Heated storage of finished lumber : A, End-matched oak flooring, bulk piled on stringers with sticker sabout every 24 layers ; B, twine-bound bundles of end-matched maple flooring ; C, wall radiator sfor heating storage space
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